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Bush to declare combat over as attacks persist
Iraq is finished.
None
of
the
injuries to soldiers of
the 3rd Armored
Cavalry Regiment in
Fallujah was lifethreatening, said Capt.
Frank Rosenblatt.
The troops inside
the walled compound
— a former police station — opened fire on

By The Associated Press
FALLUJAH, Iraq (AP) — Attackers
lobbed two,grenades into a U.S. Army compound today, wounding seven soldiers just
hours after the Americans had fired on Iraqi
protesters in the street outside, a U.S. intelligence officer"reported.
The incident — the latest in a series of
clashes and deadly shootings involving U.S.
troops in Fallujah -2-- came as President
Bush prepared to address to the American
public tonight from a homeward-bound aircraft carrier, declaring that major combat in

tured or beheld hit, said Rosenblatt, whose
82nd Airborn Division is handing over
control of Fallnjah to the Armored Cavalry.
The attackers' identities were unknown,
Brig. Gen. Dan Hahn, chief of staff for the
Army's V Corps, said in Baghdad.
The attack; at 1 a.m. this morning, came
after soldiers in the compound and in a'pasging Army convoy opened fire Wednesday on
anti-American demonstrators massed outside. Local hospital officials said two Iraqis
were killed and 18 wounded.
American officers said that barrage was

provoked when someone fired on the con.voy from the crowd.
Wednesday's march was to protest earlier bloodshed Monday night, when 16
demonstrators and bystanders were killed
and more than 50 wounded, according to
hospital counts. In that clash, an 82nd
Airborne company, whose members said
they were being shot at, fired on a protest
outside a school occupied by U.S. soldiers.
Some Fallujah residents said they had
heard relatives of victims vow to avenge
Wednesday's shootings — and many in the

city have declared they want the American
troops to leave.
Resistance to American troops is especially sharp in Fallujah, a city of 200,000
people 30 miles west of Baghdad, because it
benefited more than most from Saddam
Hussein's regime.
The regime built chemical and other factories that generated jobs for Fallujah's
workers and wealth for its businessmen.
Many of Fallujah's young men joined elite
regime forces such as the Republican Guard
and Special Republican Guard.
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GORMAN VISIT ... Attorney General candidate Chris Gorman
speaks to concerned voters at the Calloway County Public
Library during a meet and greet for Gorman's campaign.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Chris Gorman is no stranger to
the, state attorney general's office.
He held the office between 1992-96,
he liked being the attorney general,
and if elected, he wants to stay
there.
"I would not use the office to try
to run for another office," he said
Wednesday during a campaign stop
in Murray. "I am not a musical
chairs politician."
'He said when he held the office,
his main goal was to enforce laws
regarding women,children and senior citizens. He fought domestic
abusers, created an anti-stalking
law, investigated senior citizen
scams and helped pursue the state to
make carrying a deadly weapon on

school grounds a felony.
In this election, the Democrat's
focus has been redirected to the
state's number one problem — drug
abuse.
Between the methamphetamine
labs in western Kentucky to the
Oxycontin abuse in the eastern parts
of the commonwealth, he is trying
to find ways to combat the problem.
"There are three counties that
have more driving while drugged
offenses that driving while drinking," Gorman said.
As part of his 10-point plan, he
plans to utilize a drug squad at the
attorney general's office to stand as
experts on prosecuting drugs as reference for county attorneys who

•See Page 2

Chandler: State should
help native Kentucky
business owners more
more attuned to homegrown entreBy CHARLES WOLFE
preneurs.
Associated Press Writer
"I don't think we spend enough
DUNNVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Ben
Chandler on Wednesday toured a time promoting companies just like
big business in a small place — the this," Chandler said in an interview.
third-generation, family-owned "They're not. going to leave. The
Tarter Gate Co. in southern Casey only jobs I think you can ultimately
County — and said it was "the sort count on are jobs you produce at
of business this state ought to be home."
Tarter Gate,founded in 1945 as a
celebrating."
The Democratic gubernatorial sawmill making wood farm gates,
candidate said the state's economic
development strategy should be

111111111111

HONORING THY FATHER ... Around 40 students, campus ministers and members of the general public gathered outside Murray State University's Curris Center this morning to observe
the National Day of Prayer. The observance lasted approximately 15 minutes with many of the
participants praying aloud individually. Another observance was scheduled for noon on the
grounds of the Calloway County Courthouse.

Special to the Ledger
The next few days will be busy
• _
_ones, TA- the inn
Murray State University readies for
several activities leading up to commencement for the class of 2003.
Many of this year's events include
celebrations to honor students and
faculty within the Residential
College system.
Hart College invites May and
August seniors from their college to
attend a dinner tonight at 6 in the
CUITiS
Center ,Commonwealth
Room (attendees are asked to RSVP
at 762-2496). Also, Elizabeth
College will host an honors banquet
to recognize outstanding students
and faculty, and induct Honor
Society members and new officers
for next year. The banquet is scheduled from 6-9 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
For more information, call Dr.

Frugal biker out
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Over 500 days and nearly 20,000
miles ago, Michael Kilpatrick was a
49-year-old limestone sawyer in
Russellville, Ala.; who had forsaken
traveling by car in lieu of getting
where he needed to go by bicycle.
Fast forward to the present, and
Kilpatrick is now just six states
away -from riding his recumbent
bicycle across the entire United
States. Once he's finished with that,
he plans to take on "The Great
White North."
What would possess a widower
with no children and $50 in his
pocket to embark on such a trek?
Kilpatrick, whose ride took him
through Murray yesterday, said the
answer lies largely in the challenge.
"I read a book called, `Hey,
Mom, Can I Ride My Bicycle
Across America?'," he said. "It was
about five little 11- and 12-year-old
kids, their social studies teacher and
his wife that rode from Washington,
D.C., to Santa *Barbara, Calif. I figured if an 11-year-old girl can do it
carrying everything she's going to
need, surely I can 'do it."
While the trip, which began in St.
Augustine, Fla., 598 days ago, may
seem like # novel way to see all 50

states,' Kilpatrick said he plans to
also try and make some money off
of his experiences on the road. He
said he is currently in the process of
writing a book — tentatively titled
"Extreme Distance Biking For The
Frugal" — in the hopes it will be
picked up by a publisher.
"It's a survival guide for lowincome people who need to travel,"
he said. "I'll show them where the
food banks and the homeless shelters are, where to get medical aid
and legal assistance.
"I'll hand in my first manuscript.
kick back a few months,collect a lit
tle change,.get all new gear and do
the same thing in Europe and Asia,"
said Kilpatrick, who said he threw
away hiS car keys in 1990 and
claims to have ridden 100 miles in
four hours and 15 minutes back in
1999. "I'll combine all the books —
"How to See the World Dirt Cheap-hit the lecture circuit(and) hopefully make enough money to retire."
Kilpatrick is also quick to point
out that on a trip that has so far
spanned 20,556 miles, there is no
shortage of interesting talcs to be
collected, like an "all-natural wedding."
"I was up at the CaliforniaOregon border — the Avenue of the

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
EASY
Kilpatrick, a 49-year-old limestone
sawyer from Russellville, Ala., is in the process of riding his
recumbent bicycle across all 50 U.S. states on his way to
Canada. Kilpatrick passed through Murray Wednesday morning.
Giants -- and two treesitters had they went back up for their honeyfallen in love up in the branches," he moon. It was cool."
said.'They came down, got married
Kilpatrick said his journey has,
in the base of the tree, where it was for the most part, revealed the depth
hollow, had a week-long party. to
celebrate their wedding, and then
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Investigators look to town for
clues about found river bodies

•Biker ...
"It's not every day that you meet
someone who has the guts to do
something like this," said A Cut
Above employee Beverly Eldridge,
who flagged Kilpatrick down as he
rode past the business on the Ky.
121 Bypass and gave him a little
money before he went on his way
again.
though,
Kilpatrick,
For
Wednesday was logged in as just
another experience on a trip that
even his own family called "crazy"
when he started it all those months
ago.
"I learned a long time ago, you
can cfo anything if you set your
mind to it," he said. "If you can
dream it up and you want to do it,
you'll find a way."

he said. "It's the same way all over
the country. The further east you go,
of kindness people will show to a the worse it gets."
Those bumps along the way,
traveling stranger. Money, lodging,
have not been enough to
though,
a
bicycle pans and repairs and even
few hugs are among the items he dampen his spirits or his plans to
said he has received along the way. head north toward Michigan and
Of course, long journeys can also then to Montana before beginning
bring headaches as well, as evi- his Canadian trek.
Kilpatrick said he has been in
denced by Kilpatrick's description
of
wipeouts and even the theft of Kentucky before, as a member
in
Knox
Fort
at
stationed
Army
the
three pet ferrets he was carrying. He
marked
though,
week,
This
1972.
has also discovered that people in
or
cars don't always respect those who the first time he had been to —
stayed
He
Murray.
—
of
pedal their way around."They don't even heard
know how to pass you or anything,"... with the pastor of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church Tuesday night and,
thanks to the keen eye of an
employee, stopped off at Murray's
MURRAY
A Cut Above beauty salon
Wednesday morning for a brief rest.
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Supreme Court to-hear

From Front

Fletcher case's appeal

don't have a lot of experience prosecuting drug cases.
Another part of the plan is placing an emphasis on the drug courts.
He said it costs less to treat a drug
user than it is placing them in jail,
especially since many drug courts
insist the abuser pay for counseling
and testing.
"The payback to society is
incredible," Gorman said. "It is just
a win-win situation."
Gorman, who is running against
State Auditor Ed Hatchett and State
Rep. Greg Stumbo, said the main
reason he wants to return to the
attorney general's office is because
he feels he has the experience to get
things accomplished.
"I would hate to leave my experience unused," he said. "It is a
war. We have to do everything and
that's.how I feel my experience will
come in."

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court said
Wednesday it will hear an appeal.
that challenges Ernie Fletcher's:spot
on the ballot for the Republican
gubernatorial primary.
Bob Heleringer, running mate of
gubernatorial rival Steve Nunn,
Claims Fletcher is not a legal candidate because his original slate mate,
Hunter Bates, did not meet constitutional residency requirements.
The state's high court granted a
motion by Fletcher's attorneys that
asked it to take the case, bypassing
the intermediate Court of Appeals.
The order was signed by Chief
'Justice Joseph Lambert.
The case could have dragged on
for weeks, perhaps beyond the May
20 primary election, if it had been

heard by the
of
Court
Appeals.
0 r a 1
arguments
were scheduled for this
afternoon in
the Supreme
'Court courtroom.'
HeleFletcher
ringer
appealed after a Franklin County
Circuit Court judge ruled that
Fletcher is a bona fide candidate and
can remain on the ballot.
Fletcher has since picked a new
running mate, former federal prose:
cutor Steve Pence, to replace Bates.

U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher, visited on
Monday.
now has 600 employees turning out
Don Tarter, one of the current
steel gates and more than 300 other owners, complained' to Chandler
farm products. It has a "tube mill" about tax breaks and other inducethat turns flat ribbons of steel into ments given to entice out-of-state
welded tubes and a major paint plant companies that don't stay long.
— both of which are undergoing
Chandler said he sympathized.
multimillion-dollar expansions.
"The state needs to be keying on
Thecompany is frequently a stop companies that are likely to stay
candidates. A here," he said. "This state is spendpolitical
for
Republican gubernatorial candidate, ing a whole lot of incentiyes. a

whole'lot of money to bring people
in bere."
'Elsewhere in the campaign:
Democrat Bruce Lunsford, who
has been swapping attacks on television with Chandler, took his rolling
cailipaign office — the "Fed Up
Express" — into Anderson County.
Democrat Jody Richards was on
morning radio in Morehead, then
went to Greenup to campaign at a
senior citizens' center. Republican
Rebecca Jackson campaigned in
Lexington and met with the
Lexington Herald-Leader editorial
hoard

But Melony Joy Cunningham, a
case worker at the Lexington-based
Hispanic Initiative Network, said
getting information from the
Hispanic community could be difficult without photos of the men to go
on and a community that may be
hesitant to talk to government officials.
Of the'1,500 people her company
helps each year, the majority do not
have legal U.S. documentation,
Cunningham said.
"If you're undocumented, you
don't want to talk to authorities or
government officials," Cunningham
said."As long as they present themselves as,'You're not going to get in
trouble with the law or get deported,' people would come forward.
But they have to make that clear."
Indeed, investigators have set up
a phone number and already allow
for people to come forward with
anonymous information about a
case, Merriman said. Police have
'contacted Spanish-speaking, radio
stations and newspapers to make
sure that segment of the population
knottrs- about the- case;- Merriman

said.
Still, authorities do not know
who the .men were or where they
were from, and that's why investigators are not focusing on just one
community. Merriman said.
The three bodies were found in
the river at about 10:30 a.m. EDT
Monday. The men had been shot
multiple times and their bodies
wrapped in tarps before they were
dumped in the river, authorities said.
The men appeared to be between the
ages of 25 and 45. police said earlier.
Clark County Coroner David
Jacobs said Tuesday that the bodies
probably were,not in the water for
more than 12 hours before they were
found..
Because the investigation is still
in its early stages, police have not
yet run into any major barriers.
However, Merriman said, people in
the general public who don't come
forward with information they have
could pose a problem later in the
case.
"We don't care if they leave their
-name,— Mciiinian said.

•Chandler ...
From Front

The Law Office of
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•probate/estate planning

No charge for. the initial case assessment session.

From Front
Bob McGaughey at 762-6874."
Regents College Cookout and
Awards Picnic will take place on the
lawn at Regents Residence Hall,
Sunday, May. 4, from 2-5 p.m.
Graduating seniors, families and
yearly award recipients are invited
to attend.
There will be a meeting of
degree candidates on Wednesday.
May 7, 12:3D- l p.m. at the Regional
Special Events Center. All candidates for degrees are urged to
attend, as ceremony details will be
reviewed.
Activities for Friday, May 9,
begin at 2 p.m. with a 30-minute
Carillon Concert by Dr. Stephen
Brown, The music can be heard
from any outside campus location as
the members of the university community, family and friends gather at
2:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium for
Honors Day.
This traditional event is held to

2002 Chevrolet Cavalier
$172 per month
2001 Buick Regal IS
per month

2000 Mercury Mystique
$157 per month

ALL NEW & USED 2002 & 2003 1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee

1999 Buick LeSabre

$176

with
approved
credit'

per month

2000 Ford Taurus SE
$157 per month

1999 Oldsmobile Alero
$137 per month

2000 Saturn 512
$176 per month

1999 Chevrolet 5-10
$ 117 per month

lobby of their respective college for
the meal.
Murray State University will'
spring
2003
the
host
Commencement Exercises and
Investiture Ceremony at 10 a.m.,
Saturday, May 10, in the Regional
Special Events Center.
Guests are advised that seating is
on,a first-served basis. Guests with
disabilities are asked to notify the
office of the provost at 270-7623744 as soon as possible for special
accommodations.
Degree candidates should pick
up name cards at tables located outside at the RSEC VIP entrance
(Gate A) and line up on the circle
drive. Marshals will coordinate the
processional.
For the most curreheannouncements and information, check the
MSU website at www.murraystate.edu and click op specific
calendar dates for commencement
activities.

recognize outstanding undergraduate students for academic achievement and excellence. Regents
Awards for Teaching Excellence
will also be presented during the
ceremony.
The Alumni Center will be the
site of a Commencement Reception
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. on Friday. There
will be a Nursing Recognition
Ceremony 'at 7 p.m., Friday, in the
Curris Center Ballroom. A reception
will immediately follow the ceremony.
A graduation celebration for
African-American graduates of May
and August 2003 will be held
Friday, 7 p.m., in the Curris Center
Dance Lounge. '
The day. of commencement
begins Saturday, May 10, with continental breakfasts from 8-9 a.m., at
White College and SpringerFranklin College May and August
2003 senicks, along with family
members, are asked to meet in the
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CIRCUS TIME ... The Kelly Miller Circus, sponsored by the
Murray Lions Club, will return to Murray on Friday, May 9 at
the Calloway County Fairgrounds. David Ramey, center,
chair of the Lions' circus committee, presents children's
tickets to Tootle Oakley, left, of the Murray Family Resource
Center and Donna Herndon of the Calloway County Family
Resource Center. The tickets to the circus will be distributed
to children in need. Tickets for the circus will be on sale
Friday and Saturday at the Murray Wal-Mart. and are available at ail local banks and from Lions Club members.

•Commencement

Michelle L. Gantt

$196

By JOE BIESK
Assoclated Press Writer 'WINCHESTER. Ky. (AP) —
Investigators in the case of three
men. found dead in the Kentucky
River said Wednesday they still
want someone to come forward and
help identify the bodies.
While authorities are not focusing on any one group, they realize
that because the three men were
Hispanic,'someone from that community may have known them or
know something about the case, said
Kentucky State Police Lt, Mark
Merriman, an investigator at the
state police post in Richmond.
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Mrs. Opal Madelle Talent
Mrs. Opal Madelle Talent, 86, Murray, died Wednesday, April 30, 2003,
at 7:50 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

C.R. (Coley) Outland
C.R.(Coley) Outland, 82, Tom Taylor Trail, Murray, died Wednesday,
April 30, 2003, at 1:50 p.m. at West View Nunising Home, Murray.
He had retired from heating and air business in Florida and also from
heat and air at Murray State University. An Army veteran of World War II,
he was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
His wife, Willouise (Weezy) Miles Outland, died Jan. 18, 2001. Born
July 14„1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Jaby Outland
and Cozy Outland.
- -Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Neutress Smith, Murray; eight nieces
and one nephew including locally Charlotte Wilson, Barbara Lovins and
Gail Galliniore, all of Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Sandra Lynn Ferguson
An event in memory of Mrs. Sandra Lynn Ferguson will be Saturday
from 2 to 6 p.m. at the courthouse pavilion of Murray-Calloway County
Park. This will be a potluck meal and singing.
Mrs. Ferguson, 54, Coach Estates, Murray-,-di-ed-SundWApril f3,2003,
at her home.
A love offering will be taken to help with family finances. Mrs.
Ferguson was a cancer patient. Family and friends are invited and asked to
bring a covered dish for the meal.
Mrs. Ferguson was of Baptist faith and an employee of Martha's
Restaurant. Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Charlie Lynn (Chuck) Ferguson, to
whom she was married June 21, 1980; one son, Randy Riley, Mayfield; one
brother, Bobby Krautheim, Detroit, Mich.
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Officials preparing for possible SARS spread in U.S.
Kentucky health officials
report another SARS case
WASHINGTON
(AP) Federal scientists are preparing the
first studies of U.S. SARS patients
to figure out how long they're contagious and to see if experimental
treatments might help.
The National Instituto of Health
will soon offer some of the 52 people in the United States considered
probably infected the option of
coming to its acclaimed Bethesda,
Md., hospital for the research.
"'There's an awful lot we don't.
understand about the pathogenesis
of the disease" that requires
research in a specialized center,
said Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of
NIH's National Institute for Allergy
and Infectious Diseases.
The government is stockpiling
ventilators, training health workers
and encouraging hospitals to create
isolation wards in case the SARS
virus spreads here the way it has in
China, Canada and elsewhere.
-Some of these efforts were under
way as part of the government's
attempt to prepare for a possible
bioterrorism attack, while' others
are a reaction to the global spread
of severe acute respiratory syndrome.
So far, the country has done a
good job preventing the spread of
SARS here, but many local offi,Cials
would not be prepared if the virus
took off in their communities, top
officials at the Department of
Health and Human Services said
Wednesday.
"I don't think there is any country, including our own, that is right
now capable of massive infusion of
individuals who are severely, ill,
requiring intensive care under isolation," said Fauci.
. Worldwide, there have been
more than 5,400 cases of the highly
contagious respiratory disease, with

at least 375 deaths. Besides the 52
probable U.S. cases, more than 200
other cases here are considered suspicious. No_ one in the United States
has died from SARS.
No one knows why. Scientists
haven't yet found any medications
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --- to do to manage this situation
that effectively, treat SARS, and
Kentucky
health
officials while research organizations consupportive care is no better here
Wednesday reported another sus- tinue their work to improve treatthan in Canada, where 21 people
pected'case of the SARS virus.
ment and prevention." said Dr.
have died.
The latest patient is at home in Rice Leach, the department's comKey to fighting SARS is prenorthern Kentucky and doing well, missioner.
venting its spread, yet no one even
according to the Department for
"Staying home when you are
knows exactly -when people are
Public Health. The patient's naine sick, getting a quick diagnosis, and
contagious. The NIH has made a
and age- were not released as a washing hands have been the
priority of studying people who are
matter of patient confidentiality.
mainstay of communicable disease
recovering to find out when they
Kentucky now has three sus- control for ages and it is certainly
quit transmitting the virus.
pected cases of severe acute respi- helping with SARS."
Fauci also hopes to try a differratory syndrome and one probable
SARS symptoms include dry
ent approach at treatment- workcase., the department said. The lat- cough, fever and shortness of
ing with patients' immune systems
est case was unrelated to other breath that developed after Feb. 1
to spur recovery.
cases reported in Kentucky, it said. among people who - within 10
One option is to cull an immune
All the reported SARS cases days of the onset of symptomssystem cell called immune globulin
have been contained and pose no traveled to or were in close contact.
from- -the -- blood'-of recovering
public health threat, ,the depart- withihsi who traveled to counpatients. Injecting that substance
ment said:
tries where the illness has been.
into the very sick has worked for
"It is encouraging to see how found. Those places include'
certain other diseases, and if animal
much public health and medical China, Hanoi, Vietnam, Taiwan,.
tests proved promising, scientists
care professionals have beeti able Singapore and Toronto, Canada.
could try it with SARS.
The plans sparked some protest available in the
national stockpile. funding.for hioterrorism preparedamong NIH employees about bring- About 100,000 ventilators
are oper- • ness is helping.'
ing SARS patients to a hospital that ating in the country,
with about 80
And Dr. Julie Gerberding, direcroutinely' houses cancer patients percent usually in use, and
many as tor of the Centers for Disease
and4)thers with very weak immune 95 to 100 percent taken
during the Control and Prevention, meets with
systenis.
Fauci noted that flti season.
Canadian officials Thursday tb
immune-weakened patients are in
HHS
Secretary
Tommy learn how they were able to contarn
every hospital that will have to treat Thompson would not say how the
virus.
SARS-and that the NIH's hospi- many ventilator are now in the
Gerberding said Canadians have
tal is upgrading its already strict stockpile but said the
additional taken steps that go beyond what
isolation ward to guard against 3,060 was a big increase. _
U.S. hospitals are used to in hanspread of the virus.
Many communities do not have_ dling infectious diseases- transfer-___
Research asi-dC
- -41HS officials enough beds to house a large num- ring patients from
one hospital to
stressed_W_ednesday that the coun- Ili- of sick people with contagious another, closing some
hospitals,
try must be ready if SARS sudden- diseases. By the end of the year, canceling
elective surgeries and
ly spreads here like it did in every region is supposed to have furbaughing
health care workers
Toronto.
beds to house an unexpected surge who were exposed to SARS
To help, HHS is buying 3,000 of 1,000 infectious patients;_tederal patients.
ventilators to supplement those now

Prosecutor to seek grand jury foreman's removal

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

UNPACKING;Murray State University student Wendy Flora
removes several notebooks from a large container so they
can be placed in a cabinet of Need Line's new facility at the
George Weaks Community Center Wednesday afternoon.
Flora was among several MSU volunteers that lended their
services to helping the agency complete its move from its
location on Story Avenue to the new Weaks Center, rebuilt
after a fire in 2000.

Bush administration tries to
preserve 'under God' in Pledge

PADUCAH,Ky._(AP-4---A-pros- lug on_theigrandjury-tallave-inisde- happened before.--since----111.Le--been -Baptist-HospitaL He faces-a-charge
of-alcohol-intoxication for allegedly
Task.,a-judge to-replace a meanor_convictions," he said. "It's 'here"
Johnson's cousin. Tony Cole, running from the emergency room
grand jury foreman who was arrest- not unusual,for them to have family
ed on a felony charge following a' metnbers currently under indict- was charged with attempted murder and threatening revenge against
shooting.
ment. It's not unusual, frankly_that and tampering with physical evi- Cole.
Talley told police that he and
James Lester Johnson, 50, wa'S some of the grand jurors know dence"in the shooting this week.
Cole, 31, is accused of firing one Cole were arguing outside the apartone of three Paducah men-includ- someone who comes up.. But for
ing the victim -who were arrested someone to be arrested on a felony shot that grazed Theodore Roosevelt ment of Cole's girlfriend when Cole
in connection with the shooting.
charge while serving on the grand Talley's head. Talley, 44, was treat- allegedly pulled a handgun and
Johnson was charged with tam- jury, that is unusual. It has never ed and released from Western fired.
pering with physical evidence for
allegedly compromising the crime
scene by washing blood off the sidewalk. He was released from jail
Wednesday on an unsecured $2,500
bond.
County
McCracken
Commonwealth's Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach said this is the first time
in his eight-year tenure that he's
Locally Owned & Operated
asked a judge to replace a grand jury
member who was arrested on a
* NO PAINTING
* FREE ESTIMATES
felony charge stemming from a
* NO BONDO
* ONE DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES
shooting. "It's not unusual for people serv* NO MISMATCHED PAINT
* OPENINGS NOW
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Fri., May 2• 4-6 p.m.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The California school district asked the
& Sun., May 4• 2-4 p.
'Bush administration appealed to the high court to reverse a federal
Supreme Court on Wednesday to appeals court ruling last year that
preserve the phrase "under God" in banned the teacher-led pledge in pub. the Pledge of Allegiance recited by lic schools..
school children.
The Constitution says the governThe reference does not amount to ment may not establish religion. In
unconstitutional government promo- practice that has meant the governtion of religion, the administration's ment cannot endorse or promote reli1407 Misty (_reek (Spring Creek)
.top Supreme Court lawyer wrote in a gion in general, or favor one religion
1-800-586-3740
over another.
-court filing.
Ext. 3455
The Supreme Court has twice
"Whatever
else
the
(Constitution's) establishment clause declared the pledge is constitutional,
may prohibit, this.coures precedents and numerous justices have assumed
make clear"that it does not forbid the as much in other writings, Olson
. government from officially acknowl- argued.
The administration asked the
edging the religious heritage, foundation and character of this nation," court to hear its appeal in the term
Loretta Jobs Realtors
301 N. 12th St.
Solicitor General Theodore Olson that begins in the fall. The court
Murray, KY 42071
could decide before summer whether
;.wrote in a court filing.
Phone 753-1492
"That is what the Pledge of to take the case.
:''Allegiance does. The pledge is there:.:lore constitutional."
The Justice Department and a
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AgreeOrNot

It's about
time!
By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
FRANKFORT — What so far
has been a decidedly lackluster
gubernatorial campaign by eandiidates of both political parties may
be on the verge of becoming interesting at last.
It's about time.
Millionaire Louisville businessman Bruce Lunsford, financing,his
Democratic gubernatorial campaign
out of his own deep pockets, came
forth last week with the idea of a
•1
• •.i. amendrnent-tu-pectnit
— six to eight land-based gambling
casinos throughout-the gtate;.-withmuch of the state's share of the revenue earmarked for education.
If this sounds vaguely familiar, it
is an echo from the 1987
Democratic gubernatorial primary. when millionaire Lexington businessman Wallace Wilkinson flummoxed his far better known opponents by proposing a constitutional
amendment to permit a state lottery,
with the state's share of the lottery
revenues going to education.
At that time, conventional wisdom was that conservative
Kentuckians would never vote for a
candidate who openly pushed for
-gambling in any form other than a
$2 bet on a horse race. Wilkinson,
of course, proved conventional wisdom wrong. He came from behind
to win the Democratic nomination
for governor, handily won the
November election and went on to
see conservative Kentucky voters
not only endorse an amendment
permitting the state lottery, but also
to buy lottery tickets in record-shattering numbers year after year
since.
The state's proceeds from the
lottery didn't end up earmarked
specifically for education — the
General Assembly balked at that —
but the'$100 million or so a year
from the lottery into the General
Fund freed up a lot of other tax revenues that did go toward education
needs.
The issue of expanded gambling
in Kentucky beyond the lottery is
hardly new. It has been bandied
about in recent years. mainly from
the state racing and thoroughbred •
industries as a way of protecting
.Kentucky tracks from competition
for gambling dollars posed by riverboat casinos that are dotting along
, the Ohio River.
,
Gov. Paul Patton even threw out
the notion of casinos, not necessari-.
ly at the state's race tracks, as a
way of boosting state revenues, but

it never got further than a few headlines. And legislative initiatives to
-give Kentucky trac-k-s-the-ahitity49operate slot machines for their
patrons have never gotten even a
serious hearing.
Now Lunsford has thrown the
casino issue out into the campaign
arena, and his opponents surely are
sweating out how they will counter
the proposal. Attorney General Ben
Chandler would prefer the race
track slot machine angle, with the
moncy going
health care. House Speaker Jody
Richards supports letting the voters
decide the issue through a constitutional amendment, but isn't definite
on how he would vote himself. Otis
Hensley is studying the gambljog
issue.
And among Republicans, former
Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Rebecca Jackson and state Sen.
Virgil Moore flat-out oppose .
expanded gambling. State Rep.
Steve Nunn is willing to propose an
amendment. Jut only for expanded
gambling at race tracks. U.S. Rep.
Ernie Fletcher doesn't support
expanded gambling "at this time,"
but doesn't slam the door shut on
the idea.
Almost certainly, the next governor will have 0-confront expanded
gambling as a way of raising muchneeded new revenue for the state.
Indiana right now is in the -'process
of permitting land-based resort casinos within easy driving distance of
Louisville. Tennessee is putting the
final touches on legislation creating
its own state lottery, which will cost
the Kentucky lottery millions of
dollars lost from Tennesseans who
no longer have to drive north to buy
their tickets: And the idea that
Kentuckians won't support expanded gambling is ridiculous. They.
proved it with the lottery amendment. They prove it by the tens of
thousands who cross the Ohio River
every year to leave hundreds of
millions of their dollars in neighboring states.
-Whether Lunsford can use gambling casinos as successfully as
Wilkinson used the lottery is yet to
be decided. That will happen May
20.

ne Last 'Touch'_
Nine years ago, a television program that had
no chance in the world of succeeding premiered
on CBS. It never won an Emmy,but it caught
the attention of Many because
the theme is not of this
world.
It was called "Touched by
an Angel." The show ended
its run this weekend.
—TBAA,as those who love
the show affectionately call
it, has been a favorite of mine
since I discovered it in its
second season. It has been an Cal's
to the cultural pailThoughts antidote
tion
for
which
there are no
By Cal Thomas
EPA
regulations.
Mostly it
Syndicated
has
told
the
story
of how
Columnist
people caught up in difficult
circumstances find the message "God loves you" has inspired and strengthened them.
In the aftermath of 9/11, TBAA offered a special program about lost lives and renewed hope
that CBS boldly aired when other networks
either had nothing to offer or feared addressing
the subject.
At its•peak, TBAA was in the top 10, and
_sometimes in the top five, of broadcast television's highest rated shows. That reflected a
hunger for substantive things beyond the titillation and low humor characteristic of most TV
"entertainment."
In the finale, several characters from previous
programs made return appearances, including
Randy Travis, the country singer turned actor.

Satan (played chillingly by "M-A-S-H's" David
Hiniself. His name wasn't used, but when she
Ogden Stiers) also came back. As he has previbowed to Him it is obvious to whom she was
ously, Satan deceives, misrepresents and lies, but : speaking. what he means for evil, God clearly hivrneant
Just in case you ass the point, there was this
for good. °
exchange between Monica and the Jesus figure
,There were so many wonderful lines in the
known in the show as "Zack":
finale, written by executive producer Martha
Monica: "Why didn't I recognize you'?"
Zack: "Because you would have done anyWilliamson, whose baby the show has been
since she was brought in to rescue it in its sec-- t
thMg for rne,,Etit look*rhat _you did for a
ond season. Speaking of life's circumstances, the stranger."
Monica: "Forgive me for not recognizing
angel Gloria (played by latecomer to the show,
Valerie Bertinelli) says, "If you give good luck
you.." •
the credit, or bad luck the blame, then you're not
Zack: "There are few who do. Greater love
hath no person than to lay down his life for a
giving God the chance to give it meaning."
The last episodes were about Monica,- who is
stranger. Well done, good and faithful servant."
played by the lovely and exceedingly Irish Roma
Needless to say, Monica gets her "promoDowney (Della Reese and John Dye round out
tion."
I'm not sure we will ever see a show like this
the wonderful regular cast), and her "final exam"
before she is "promoted" to supervising angel.
again. The network hostility toward religion, the
quest for high ratings and the pandering to the
She was assigned to alyoung man falsely
accused of multiple homicides in a school full of 18-to-49-year-old demographic might prevent a
children. Do not read further if this will spoil the nervous broadcast executive from backing a
show with a similar theme (and kudos to CBS
ending.
Monica was willing to throw.away her proPresident Les Moonves for supporting this one
over the years). But in "fly-over country" the
motion in order to minister to the young man,
people responded to TBAA and made it a hit.
whom she believed was innocent but would not
speak in his own defense. He was convicted
Fea4 shows last nine seasons. The good messages tins show literally stopped suicides and
(Satan is the prosecuting lawyer, which may be
the ultimate in typecasting) and sentenced to
put lives And marriages back together. The show
has the fan mail to prove it.
multiple life terms. Monica pledged to stay with
him no matter what. When the sheriff(Travis)
TBAA has been a miracle from the start. Its
came to take him away to the state prison, the
"touch" will not only continue in reruns, but in
cell door was open and the man was gone.
the hearts of many who have been affected by its
Later, in what maybe the most thrilling part
principal and unchanging message:"God loves
of the drama, Monica learned that the one she
you."
had been ministering to is no less than Jesus

Recognizing National Historic Preservation Week

What is it about your community
Whatever we envision, I think
ty. However, look around and
that says "home" to you?
most Kentuckians have a strong
you'll see many communities
--Todd Duvall is an editorial writer
Is it a landmark such as a courtsense of place and feel connected to around our state taking bold-and
for The State Journal in Frankfort.
house, theater,
their home town and home county. -proactive steps to address them.
Guest Voice Ablic square or But calling to mind these images
In our cities and towns this
By David L.
historic home?
should be more than just an exermeans creating vibrant Main Streets
Morgan
How about a
cise in nostalgia. It's the reason we that reflect our past and revitalized
Executive
row
of
commercelebrate National Historic
neighborhoods that are safe and
To the Editor,
Director of the cial buildings
Preservation Week, this year May
attractive. In our suburbs this
The Housing Authority ot Murray owns and operates 32 public housing
Kentucky
along Main
5-12, and why - especially here in
means promoting responsible
units in the Douglass Community and I read with great interest the article
Heritage
Street,
or
your
Kentucky
the
observance
development
and public policies
regarding the Douglass Community and their concerns, in particular
Council
view
Of
the
Ohio
deserves
more
than
simply
a
notathat
encourage
mixed use and help
regarding the drug activity in their neighborhoods and educational opporRiver? Maybe it tion on the calendar.
curb sprawl. In our countryside
tunities and job training afforded their residents. ,
is a local school or house of worThe National Trust for Historic
this means establishing rural hisFirst, let me address the issue of drug activity. Several years ago, we
ship,
a
family-owned
restaurant
or
a
Preservation
celebrated
the
first
toric
districts to preserve prime
fully equipped an apartment in the community to serve as a Murray Police
Preservation WI:9k in 1971 to spotfarmland and unrque landscapes
Department Sub-Station at a cost of approximately $ 20,000. Immediately. community-based business? For
many, perhaps it is a rural landlight grassroots preservation efforts
such as the lush, rolling fields of
upon its operation the criminal and drug activity dropped dramatically.
scape
dotted
with
family
farms
or
a
around
the
country.
This
year's
the Bluegrass, postcard images
Several months ago. it Was closed tbrseveral reasons and has not been retheme of "Cities, Suburbs and
found nowhere else in the world.
opened as I have requested. The reason given me was because the commu- small-town streetscape bustling
with neighbors.
Countryside" represents the distincAs the state historic preservation
nity did not want it re-opened as they. felt we were discriminating against
Every
community
has
something
tive locales that make up outsomagency, it is the task of the them because there was not a sub-station on the south side of town. Since
historic that-makes it unique,
munities and contribute to.their _.
Kentucky Heritage Council to preits closure there has been.a resurgence of criminakuid drugaztivitrin the
Whether that is a specific building,
unique sense of identity.
serve and protect this heritage for
neighborhood. ,
a downtown district, a Civil War
Unfortunately, in Kentucky as elsefuture generations, in partnership
The second issue I wish to address is educational and job training
battlefield or even a larger land'where many communities are at
opportunities. The Housing Authority of-Murray has operated for several
with the individuals, focal govrnfscape unique to our state - coal
risk of losing their uniqueness, peryears a state of the art computer learning center and offers to its residents
ments and grassroots organizations
towns of Appalachia, distilleries
free of charge a vast array_of technological programs to prepare residents •
haps even before they realize it.
that continue to drive these efforts.
and thoroughbred horse farms of
for the-job force.
_ Insensitive developMent that cre- Unfortunately, as decreased federal
Some of the prOgrams such as the CISCO and C_Jech would cost thou- Central Kentucky, urban neighborates sprawl and drains the life out
funding and state budget deficits
hoods in Northern Kentucky, black- of downtown corridors, loss of
sands of dollars if taken in the open market. All residents are routinely
threaten basic historic preservation
leaf tobacco warehouses and agrinotified of these classes and not one single resident from the Douglas
green space, poorly planned subdiservices, it is more important than
cultural communities of Western
Community has ever taken advantage of this valued,service.
visions that strain existing infraever that we celebrate those things
In closing, I would like to add that in all the communities I have lived
Kentucky. Together these help
structure. historic buildings left to
that make our communities unique
in the 40 years of my professional life, Murray has more,agencies and pro- define who we are and establish our deteriorate due-'to disinterest or
in an effort to preserve them.
grams to assist those in need no matter what that need may be, for those
sense of place. ?eflecting our herneglect, lack of leadership Or •
Above all preservation makes
that want to become self sufficient.
itage and the role the natural and
responsible planning - al] of these
good economic sense, a fact consisLinda Bassett, Executive Director built environment has plaYed in
issues contribute to our communitently supported by hard numbers.
House's Authority of Murray creating the state we call "home:"
ties losing their heritage and identiAccording to research by noted

OurReadersWrite

economist Donovan Rypkema.
"historic preservation is a proven
economic development strategy for
Kentucky's communities interested
in creating jobs, attracting investors
and 'visitors, revitalizing their
downtowns, and providing affordable housing." In fact, even in difficult economic times, investing in
preservation creates measurable
results.
During National Historic
Preservation Week, let's reflect on
what living with this history really
means and what we can do together
to preserve it. It is up to you, as an
individual, to call attention to historic resources in your community
in danger of being lost. It is up to
you, as a community, to set priortties and_suppon strategies to protect
and maintain your cultural and hiitoric fabric. And it is up to us,,as;
Kentuckians, to respect thichistoiy
and work to preserve it, even as we
continue to encourage growth and
development throughout our citiO,
suburbs and countryside.
David L Morgan is executive
director of the Kentucic-y Herit4ge
Council and state historic preservation officer More information: is
websbe,
available
at their
wigbickyheritage.org, or by calling
502-564-7005. ,
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Soccer association will host Engagement
adult summer soccer league

Special fundraiser to be shown
Charter Communications will air
live The 2003 Mint Jubilee, on
Friday, May 2, from 8-9 p.m. on
Charter Channel 19. This is the seventh year for the gala, the fundraiser
for the Mint Jubilee Cancer
Resource Center in Louisville.
Sean Young and Charles
Shaughnessy are scheduled as cohosts for the event. Young is
Louisville-born
actress
and
Shaughnessy, a British actor, costarred with Fran Drescher in "The
Nanny" TV series a few years ago.
Miss Young's sister, Cathleen, an
Emmy-award winner writer in
Hollywood, is helping write the

The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association
will host an adult summer soccer league.
Registration with a $25 fee will be Saturdays, May
3 and 10,from 9 a.m. - noon and on Tuesday, May 6,
from 5-8 p.m. at The Trophy Case, Murray.
Both male and female adults are invited to play.
For additional information, contact Darra
Mitchell Benson at 759-1668.

Cancer screening clinic Saturday
Murray-Calloway County Hospital in conjunction
with Dr. John Bright will offer a free Skin Cancer
DatebOOR
Screening Clinic to coincide with Melanoma/Skin
By .Jo Byrke
Cancer Detection and Prevention Month on Saturday,'
Community Editor May 3. The clinic will be at the MCCH Outpatient
Services Center from 8-11:30 a.m. and 1- 2:30 p.m. Appointments may be
made by calling the center at 762-1348.

-

lo's ,

show.
Providing the music will be Hiphop Rapper, being supplied by MTV
and Linda Davis, a county music
star and Grammy winner.
Others performing will be Rachel
York staring soon as Lucille Ball in
the CBS Movie, "Lucy" on May 4;
Daniel Rodriguez, a New York City
police officer who sang "God Bless
America" at many 9-11 memorials
following that tragedy; Artie Dean
Harris, local country musician who
played on Broadway for two years'
in "FOotloose."
Charter Communications is a
Wired World Company.

ServiceNews

Blood drive scheduled Sunday
A blood drive will be in the Christian Life Center gym of First United
Methodist Church, South Fifth and Maple Streets, Murray, on Sunday, May
4:from noon - 3:30 p.m. For information or to sign up to give blood call the
church office at 753-3812 or Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

Singles (S.O.S.) plans events
Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will attend the Singles Dance at the Gibson
Building, Mayfield, tonight, May I, at 7 p.m.;-will attend Relay for Life on
Friday, May 2; and have a cookout at Larry's place on Saturdayt_M4y.3, at
5:30 p.m. All singles are invited. For information call Jackie at 1-270-2477754 or Shirley at 753-6224.

Oaks pool will open on Saturday
The swimming pool at the Oaks Country Club will be open for use by
the club members and their guests on Saturday, May 3. Hours on Saturday
will be from 10 a.m. - 8 p.m., according to JeffHenderson, pool chairman.

Circus tickets will be on sale
Murray Lions Club members will sell tickets to the Kelly Miller Circus,
coming to the Calloway County Fairgrounds on Friday, May 9, on-Friday,
May_ 2,from 5-7 p.m. and on Saturday, May 3, from 9-aan. - 3ip.m. at
Murray Wal-Mart. The circus will feature elephants, snakes and other exotic animals and a host of talented circus entertainers. Proceeds from the circus will benefit the Murray and Calloway County Family Resource Centers.
Tickets are also available from any club member and at all local banks.

Youth center will have fundraiser
Main Street Youth Center, located at 808 Chestnut St., Murray, will have
a fundraising car wash on Saturday, May 2, from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., according to David Hudspeth, center director.

Mother-Daughter event planned
A Mother-Daughter Breakfast will be Sunday, May 11, at 8:30 a.m. in
the fellowship hall of First Baptist Church. Reservations should be made by
Sunday, May 4, by calling the church office at 753-1854 or e-mail
<diane.jones@fbcmurray.org>

Tractor and Gas Engine show planned
Purchase Area Antique Tractor Club, Inc., will sponsor its fourth annual
Antique Tractor and Gas Engine Show on Friday and Saturday, May 2 and
3, at the Graves County Fairground, Highway 121 North, just off the
Purchase Pykway, Mayfield.

Glory Bound program will be tonight
The Sugar Creek Quartet will be featured at the Glory Bound
Entertainment tonight, May 1, from 7-9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee
House, Chestnut Street, just east of Ryan Milk Company. There is no
admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of
Goshen United Methodist Church. Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said a taped
portion of Glory Bound can be heard over Radio Station WNBS on
Saturday, May 3, from 10-11 a.m.

Narcotics Anonymous to meet
Mun ay Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
May 1, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419.

Swim program registration scheduled
•

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross has started registration for its 2003 Learn-to-Swim Program. Registrations will be May 1-7
At the Calloway County Public Library, and May 8-16 on the s- econd floor
of the Weaks Community Center. Hours will be from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. A
Guard Start Life Guarding Tomorrow Class for ages 11-14 will be 9 a.m. noon June 9 -14. For more information call Executive Director Holly Webb
at 753-1421 or e-mail: chapter@callowayredcross.org.

Humane Society asking for donations
Humane Society of Calloway County is asking for donations of items-for
'
its annual fund-raising sale. Members will be at the Annex of Calloway
County Public Library on Friday, May 2, from noon - 6 p.m. For persons
who need someone to pick up the items, call 436-2424. The new website for
the Humane Society is www.humanesOcielyofcallowaycounty.org.

Wray and Edwards
Linda Wray of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Shane Wray of Wing°
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Shawna Elizabeth Wray, to William Derrik Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Edwards and Mr. and Mrs. Kim Puckett, all of Murray.
Miss Wray is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Ruth McCuiston and the
late Bobby McCuiston of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wray of
Wingo. She is the great-granddaughter ofMrs. Ginny Wray and theIate Earl
Wray of Wing°.
Mr. Edwards is the„grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
William (Bill) Edwards, and Jim Puckett and the late Sylvia Puckett, all of .
Murray.
The bride-elect, a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High School, will
graduate with a bachelor of science in business degree in accounting and
information systems from Murray State University in December 2003. She
is employed in the office of the dean of science, engineering an& technology at Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School, will
graduate with a' bachelor of science degree in engineering physics in May
2003. He is,employed at Belcher Oil.
The wedding. will be Saturday, July 5, 2003, at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray. s
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Pony Pull event planned
—
The
HARDIN,
Ky
Puller
Pony
Sportsman's
Association will host a special event
on Saturday, May 10, as a part of
28th Hardin Day celebration.
Pullers from Kentucky, Missouri,
Tennessee, Mississippi and Illinois
are expected to compete in the
event. The association has been in
Kentucky for over 20 years.
Sheltand ponies will compete in
several weight divisions. Pullers
harness the animal to a special sled
and test how much of their body
weight the pony can pull.

Ponies will he weighed in from 8
to II a.m. May 10. The Pull will
start at noon.
The event will be located on
Highway 905 next to the Hardin
Community Center at the Hardin
baseball field.
Activities have been planned by
the Hardin Day Boosters for Friday
and Saturday, May 9 and 10.
Proceeds will go to support the
Hardin Volunteer Fire Department.
For more information call-Doug
Hester at 435-4036, Paul Hester at
489-2415, or Tonia Scott at 437-

Birth
Christian Dee Hopkins
Bryan and Ashlee Hopkins are the parents of a son, Christian Dee
Hopkins, born on Thursday, March 27, 2003, at TO:53 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 13 ounces.
Grandparents are John Dee and Cathy Hopkins and Larry and Nita Guin.
Great-grandparents are Joe and Jean Johnston.

PloW Penique's
OEN'
1

The Duncan family reunion will be Saturday, May 3 from II a.m. - 5
p.m. at the Murray Chestnut Park, located on Payne Street, Murray. Each
, one should bring a dish of food, drink and chair. For more information call
759-1701, 759-4783 or 759-1498.

Lyons receives commission
ST. LOUIS — For National try and improve his or her skills in
Imagery and Mapping Agency the process."
A graduatg.. of Murray State
(NIMA) geospatial analyst Joe
Lyons, gets a direct commission as a University, Lyons began his military
career with the Army, serving as a
reserve Naval Intelligence Officer.
Lyons, son of Tom and Debbie Reserve Officer Training Corps
Balasty of Murray, Ky.. will be instructor for nine years, and as a
attending a two-week officer indoc- recruiter for another three. He
trination.course and 11-month basic joined NIMA as a geospatial analyst
reserve intelligence officer training in 2002, after completing doctoral
course on weekends. He will be work and serving as a project manassigned to the Joint Intelligence ager at St. Louis University. At the
Transportation university, he worked to integrate 3U.S.
Center,
Command, at Scott Air Force Base, D imagery, computer-assisted
design blueprints and geographic
Said Lyons, "Being in the Navy information system maps into a
Reserve can help me understand the portable system to respond to terrorrequirements that war fighters have, ist threats and shootings at public
and should help improve the quality schools. He is currently working on
and usability of projects 1 work on his dissertatidn.
..His wife, Elizabeth, and team
here at NIMA. I would highly recommend the Navy Reserve members attended his oath of office
Intelligence Program to any analyst ceremony at NIMA St. Louis.
who wants to serve his or her coun-

If you're looking for competitive
Automobile and Homeowner's Insurance...
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

STOP

representing many strong companies.
has a Solution For Your
We also provide insurance for:
• Farmowners
• Boatowners
• Motorcycles
• Health (Group & Individuals)
• Commercial
• Long-term Care
• Workers Compensation
• Disability Income
Call John Minim
• Bonds
• Medicare Supplements
753-4751
BEL-AIR CENTER MURRAY

Steve Hale Crusade

.11evican Pottery & Iron
Home Gorden Pecol

0% OFF Any One Talavera Item

Duncan reunion will be May 3

Photo provided
COMIVIESSIONED...LL Comdr. Dan Cummings (left) congratulates newly commissioned Ensign Joe Lyons.
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Sweet Repeat!
Pace, MSU coast to OVC honors
Staff Report
OVC Women's Awarde
Murray Ledger & Times
24S11 A1.174Yr,•_Itim
Tyra Frederick Eastern Illinois
PADUCAH, Ky. — Sophomore
Lee-Anne Pace, Murray State
Lee-Anne Pace closed out a domJulie Smith Tennessee Tech
inant week of golf and a domiStephanie Baskey, Murray State
Leah Larkin, Eastern Kentucky
nant spring season as the Murray
Amanda Minchin Eastern Illinois
State women's golf team went
wire-to-wire to win its second24111_AlEloumamen.L.Tiam
Lee-Anne Pace, Murray State
straight league title at the 2003 Ohio
Nikki Orazine, Murray State
Valley Conference Championships
Stephanie Baskey, Murray State
Wednesday at the Country Club
Amanda Minchin. Eastern Illinois
of Paducah.
Amanda Phillips. Austin Peay
Pace, from Cape Town, South
OVC Player of The Year:
Africa, shot a 224 (77-73-74) to
Lee-Anne Pace Murray State
in
title
individual
sixth
win her
OVC Coach of the Year:
Velvet Milkman, Murray State
seven events this spring and earn
the 2003 0-VC Women's Player
hole event at 932 (316-309-307)
•of the Year honor. She finished
shots better than second-place
39
nine shots ahead of MSU junior
Illinois (971). The. Lady
Eastern
Nikki Orazine, who was second
round 309 And secfinal
Racers'
(79-77-77).
233
at
overall
were the looi rounds
309
round
.ond
The Lady'Racers swept the top
EIU's secondtournament.
the
of
three positions as senior Stephanie
only score by
the
was
312
round
(76-80234
at
third
Baskey took
-arropposing-team to better MSU's
"For us to win the team title first day score of 316.
"I'm very happy for our playand for me to win the individual
title is an awesome feeling," Pace ers because they've worked so
said. "We've had such a great hard this year. To see them achieve
year. To end it with such a good this goal is very rewarding," said
showing by our whole team is 10th-year MSU women's golf head
coach Velvet Milkman, who was
really, really special."
Murray State finished the 54- named OVC Women's Coach of

the Year for the fifth time.
"I'm also really happy for our
two seniors (Baskey and Kelly
Wren) because they've been such
an important part of our program.
and I'm glad they're able to go
out on top. To win the team title
and the individual title is a very
special thing. Lee-Anne has had
such a great spring, and to top it
off by being named OVC Player
of the Year is very appropriate."
MSU sophomore Santie Koch
finished tied for seventh at 244
(84-79-81) while Wren finished
tied for 17th at 253 (93-82-78).
Even more impressive about the
Lady Racers' second-straight OVC
title, their fifth in 10 years, is the
fact they did it despite the loss•
of 2002 OVC Player of the Year
Cuyler Hedley, who missed the
entire spring of her junior season
with a broken wrist.
-To defend our title and to win
the way we did this year shows
just how strong this program is
right now," Milkman said. "Our
depth — the fact that we have
five players who can shoot good
numbers — is the main reason
why we've been able to win this
title."

Photo Courtesy of MSU Sports Information

THE CHAMPS, AGAIN ... Murray State head women's golf coach Velvet Milkman (far right)
and members of the Lady Racer squad pose with the 2003 OVC championship trophy after
the program won its second consecutive league title.

Racers receive
commitment
from Brown

Racers place third NCAA Tennis
at OVC golf finals
MSU's Cox finishes
fifth in final tally
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Freshnran
Will Cox earned a fifth-place finish to lead the Murray State men's
golf team to third place at the
2003 Ohio Valley Conference
Championships on Wednesday at
the Country Club of Paducah.
Cox, a Paducah native, finished
,the 54=hole event at 220 (74-7175) for fifth place in the field of
44 golfers. MSU closed out the
tournament at 906 (306-295-305).
Austin Peay won its second-straight
men's title with a three-day total
of 874.
- "I'm really' pleased with how
we finished because I felt going
into the tournament that we had._
a great shot at finishing in thà
top three, and we were able to
do that," said second-year MSU
men's golf head coach Eddie Hunt.
"We knew it would be tough to
catch Austin Peay because of their
depth and senior experience, but
I'm very happy with. how 'we
played, especially considering our
youth."
Murray State's five-man roster

OVC Men's Awards
2003 All-OVC Team
Robert Dinwiddle, Tennessee State
Brandon Brown, Eastern Kentucky
Matt Gallant, Austin Peay
Ryan Greer, Tennessee Tech
Joe Humston, Austin Peay

2ee1A1141211MIMIIIILiharn
Matt Gallant. Austin Peay
Brandon Brown, Eastern Kentucky
Patrick Williams, Eastern Kentucky
Richie Head. Austin Peay
Will Cox, Murray State
OVC
Matt
OVC
Mark

Player of The Year:
Gallant, Austin Peay
Coach of the Year:
LeRoux, Austin Peay

for the OVC Championships consisted of one senior and four freshman. Tournament champion Austin
Peay had four seniors and one
junior.
"I think playing in the final
trio with Austin Peay and Eastern
Kentucky and the experience of
this playing in this setting will
really help us down the road,"
Hunt said. "We've got a great
group of young players, and I
think this week will make a big
difference for them as we try to
improve and move closer to winning an OVC title."
Freshman Kyle Shirley finished
tied for 10th at 226(74-75-77) while
fellow freshman Jamie Frazier was
19th at 230 (80-74-76).

Jazz eliminated;
three still alive
By The Associated Press
The Utah Jazz were the first team
to be eliminated from the NBA
playoffs, while the Portland Trail
Blazers, Detroit Pistons and New
\\...., leans Hornets stayed alive on a
night of four Game 5s.
Chris Webber had 26 points
and 11 rebounds, and Peja Sto. jakovic scored 22 points as the
Sacramento Kings became the first
team to advance to the second
round, defeating Utah 111-91.
The Kings will face the winner of the Dallas-Portland series,
which has taken a distinctive turn
in the Trail Blazers' favor. Despite
not leading for the first 46 min•
utes, 55 seconds, the Blazers beat
the Mavericks 103-99 to reduce
their deficit to 3-2.
In the night's bther games. the
Pistons shut down Tracy McGrady
and defeated Orlando 98-67, and
the Hornets edged Philadelphia 9391 to send that series back to
New Orleans.
•
Four more teams face elimination tonight. Boston, ahead 3-2.
play's Indiana. followed by New Jersey (leading 3-2) vs. Milwaukee,
San Antonio (up 3-2) at Phoenix
and Minnesota (trailing 3-2) at the
three-time defending champion Los

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

ROCKY TOP REACTION ... No. 1 seeded singles player Melissa
Spencer (clapping) and the rest of her Murray State teammates
react after it was revealed Wednesday that the Lady Racers will
face Tennessee in the opening round of the NCAA Tennis Championships.

Lady Racers to face Vols
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
A bold — or was it hopeful? —
proclamation during Wednesday's
selection show made the Murray State
women's tennis team's third straight
entrance into the NCAA Tournament
an unusually humorous occasion.
As the Racers watched the 'broadcast on ESPNEWS, MU junior and
No. 1 singles player Melissa Spencer,
noticed that seventh-seeded Tennessee
boasted the nation's top-ranked singles player in Valmarie Castellvi.
Moments after Spencer shouted,
"There's no way they'll put us with
Tennessee," the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year was eating
her words, much to--the delight of

her teammates.
Tliree-time OVC champion'Murray
(13-10) will indeed face the eighthranked Volunteers (19-5) either May
9 or May 10 in Knoxville, Tenn.
Details on the first-round matchups
were to be released today.
Spencer (16-6). will likely face
Castellvi, who is 39-4 this season and,
is Tennessee's all-time leader in singles wins with 134.
"After they said that (Castellvi)
was the No. 1 girl in the country, I
was like, 'There's no way we'll get
Tennessee,' and as luck would have
it, we got them," said Spencer, the
beneficiary of plenty of good fortune
at last weekend's OVC Championships
I. See Page 7

Angeles Lakers.
Kings 111, Jazz 91
At Sacramento, it was a fairly
unremarkable victory for the deeper, more talented Kings, who never
trailed while forcing their uptempo style on the Jap.
Chris Webber had 26 points
and 11 rebthinds., Peja Stojalcovic
scored 22 and Bobby Jackson had
LOUISVILLE,' Ky. (AP) — Trainer Bobby
18 points and six assists.
Frankel believes he already has the best horse
The game might have been the and the best jockey in the Kentucky Derby.
final 48 minutes in the partner- Now he thinks Empire Maker may have the
ship between Nut Stockton and post position, too.
Karl Malone. Stockton is considThe bay colt drew the No. 12 spot and,
ering retirement, and Malone might even with a bruised foot, was made the 6-5
leave as a free-agent.
----- —favorite Wednesday, the strongest morning-line-Malone finished with 14 points choice since Arair in 1992.
on 5-of-17' shooting, and StockMaybe this was a sign that Frankel's luck
ton had eight points in 28 minwith little time to spare.
was changing
utes. Sloan removed them simul- The Hall of Famer goes after his first Derby
taneOusly with 5:01 left — and
win Saturday with not one but two horses.
the Arco Arena fans gave them a
Peace Rules leaves from the No. 5 post.
lengthy. emotional standing ovation.
A field of 17 3-year-olds, was entered for
Blazers 103,'Mavericks 99
the 1 1/4-mile race, with Illinois Derby winAt Dallas, the Blazers rode the
ner Ten Most Wanted the second choice at 6return of Scottie Pippen to their
1. Peace Rules was the co-third, choice with
second straight victory in a series Santa Anita Derby winner Buddy.....GiLat 8-1.
they' once trailed 3-0.
Frankel talked with jockey Jerry Bailey
They return home full of momen- about where to place Empire Maker, who
tum as they try continue their bruised his right front foot after a one-mile
quest to become the first team in
gallop around Churchill Downs on Tuesday.
NBA history to overcome such a
" ... We both thought 6 through II would
deficit.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers have landed their first commitment of the spring signing period, marking the first
recruit signed by new head coach Mick Cronin.
Kelvin Brown, a 6-7, 220-pound forward, comes to
the Racers from Fort Scott (Kan.) Community College,
where he averaged 22 points and 11 rebounds per game
to earn Region 6 and All-Jayhawk Conference honors for the Greyhounds this
past season.
A native of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Brown
began his collegiate career as a freshman at the University of South RonRACERS da after a stellar prep career at Dillard
High School, where he won two state championships.
According to Fort Scott head coach Brette Tanner,
Murray State beat out South Carolina, Nebraska and'
regional rivals Western Kentucky and Southern Illinois
for Brown's services.
"(Kelvin) really liked coach Cronin and he really liked
the school," Tanner said of Brown, who made an official visit to the MSU campus last weekend. "(Murray
State) really cares about their basketball, and he felt very
comfortable there."
In his only season at Fort Scott, Brown overcame
adversity to help the Greyhounds to a 15-15 record and
a fourth-place finish -(9-9) in the Jayhawk Conference.
He was forced into a leadership role after two of the
Greyhounds' top players were sidelined with injuries for
nine games.
Despite fighting through double and triple-teams from
Fort Scott's opponents, Brown managed to score 30 or
more points in six of those nine contests.
"We never could have done what we did without him,"
Tanner claimed. "He was the glue that held our team
together.
"Calvin is a high-level player. The numbers he has
put up in this league 'are comparable to the OVC. I think
he'll fit in perfect (at MSU), in my opinion."
Brown will fill an immediate need in the MSU frontcourt, where the Racers lose All-OVC center James Singleton and 6-7 foillvard Chiwale Bedeau. Murray will
also likely lose the services of senior forward Antione
Whelchel, although the 6-5, 249-pounder could regain an
extra year of eligibility by petitioning the NCAA.

Field of 17 entered for Kentucky Derby.

ED REINKE/AP

LEADING THE WAY ... Groom Rubin
Loza leads Kentucky Derby hopeful
Empire Maker through the paddock for
schooling on Wednesday at Churchill
Downs in Louisville.

he taken," said Frankel, who had the seventh
pick in the post-position draw.
"But we didn't expect both numbers to be
open."
They were, and Frankel jumped on them.
He wanted to be outside, he said, so Empire
Maker could avoid any problems at the start,
though he added that his horse was ready _for_ .
just about anything and that the bruised foot
was fine.
"If they don't go," he said, referring to a
slow, early pace. "then I'll go."
This is Frankel's fourth trip to the Derby.
so he's familiar with the traffic jam that builds
entering the first turn. Derby novice Paddy
Gallagher, whose Domestic Dispute will be' in
the No. 11 hole, was grateful to be anywhere
but near the rail.
The Irish trainer once worked for HalLof
Fame jockey Bill Shoemaker and asked his
•
advice.
"He told me to stay outside because down
inside. the 1, 2. 3, 4. 5 can end up like Ben
Hur," Gallagher said.

bit
•
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WKU Illinois
Weber
as
stops
'Breds
Staff Report

Former Murray High School football standout Bryan Dennison
RUGGED RUGGER
(bottom) is a winger on the rugby team at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point,
N.Y., that has reached this year's Final Four at Stanford, Conn. Army's 'A' squad beat
Sandhurst, the British Royal Military Academy team, 43-21 in March for Army's firstever win over Sandhurst. Army also defeated Harvard in Northeastern Rugby Conference play before reaching the Sweet 16 and beating Cal Poly 24-17 to reach the Final
Four, where they will play California in the national semifinals. The winner would face
either Air Force or Harvard. Dennison is in his third year with the Cadets.

Cards rip Mets 13-4
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Albert Pujols homered twice
and Eli Marrero and Fernando Vina also connected,
leading Woody Williams and the St. Louis Cardinals past the .New York Mets 13-4 Wednesday night.
Edgar Renteria drove in three runs, giving him
Seven RBIs in two games, as the Cardinals followed
.up Tuesday night's 13-3 romp over the Mets by
routing them again.
The Mets have lost four in a row, getting outscored
39-11, and are in last place in the NL East at 11.16 despite a $117 million payroll. Although they
- didn't-make any official-errors, they -bad-several
shoddy plays in the field.'
Williams (4-0) allowed two runs on four hits in

seven innings-,-Vvith five strikeouts and to walks.
The Mets scored both of their _runs after right fielder J.D. Drew got turned inside-out and misplayed
Vance Wilson's drive for a ball that was ruled a
double in the fourth.
The runs were the first allowed at Busch Stadium this season by Williams, who began the year
with 17 1-3 scoreless innings at home. He entered
the game with an NL-leading 0.69 ERA and left
with it a still minuscule 1.09 ERA.
Just like the opener of the series, this game was
over early: After scoring-fen' rues-in the first-against
Al Leiter an Tueidthey got five in the first off
-Pedro Astacio (1-I).

• MSU tennis ...
From Page 6
in Nashville, Tenn.
Facing top-seeded Tennessee
Tech in Sunday's final, the Racers' No. 1 doubles pairing of
Spencer and sophomore Jaclyn
Leeper trailed Tech's Anita Oban.do and Marina Tasheva 5-1.
. However, Spencer and Leeper
.rattled off the next seven straight
games as Murray claimed the doubles point. Senior Cheryl' Graham
and freshman_ Tann. MCQueen
• defeated Alicja Kuty* and Maja
.Russinova 8-6 at No 3 doubles.
Sophomore Jennifer Ward,,who
. clinched last year's title in singles play, duplicated that feat by
stopping Obando 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 at
No. 3 singles as the Racers beat
,Tech• • ''''''''
Spencer, -Leeper, Ward and Gra-ham all earned All-OVC honors
while Connie Keasling collected her
fourth Coach of the Year honor.
"I've been coaching 21 years,
and I've never seen a team fight
with so much heart," Keasling
said. "Tech did have more talent,
but it came down to who wanted
it most.
"Melissa and Jaclyn were down
5-1, but Melissa has this ability
to pick it up a level — it's incredible. Tennessee Tech would hit
winner after winner, and some-

how, Melissa and Jaclyn would
find a way to get their rackets on
the ball and it would hit the top
of the net and just fall over. Jaclyn
and Melissa just looked at each
other and said, 'We're supposed
to win this."We had nothing to lose, and
everything started to gO on our
side," Spencer added. "We got a
couple of netcords and some lucky
breaks, and everything just turned
around and went our way."
The Racers' previous two trips
to the NCAA Tournament have
resulted in 4-0 losses at Vanderbilt, the national runner-up two
years ago and a quarterfinalist last
season.
Tennessee comes into the NCAA
draw off a loss to No. 2 seed
Florida in the semifinals of the
Southeastern Conference Tournament.
"I'd been getting phone calls
from Florida and I was scared to
death we were going to have to
go down there, but I really felt
we'd play either Kentucky, Tennessee or Vanderbilt," Keasling
said. "I don't know a lot about
(Tennessee), but I know they'll be
very good."
Senior Annette Steen hopes that
MSU's third consecutive NCAA
appearance will be the charm.

SportsBriefs
• The Murray Youth Sports Association has established a baseball/softball
game hotline to keep coaches, parents and players informed about weather
cancellations
The hotline number is 761-PLAY (7529) Information about field closings or
.
,anticipated YSA weather delays for games or practices will be posted on the
hotline around 2 p.m. daily.
With the addition of new tarps for all Murray-Calloway County Park fields.
'
• the ultimate decision on playing or rescheduling games sometimes will not be
made until game time. For more information, call the Murray-Calloway County
Parks office at 762-0325.

Specializing In Complete Care
S
.

Lawn & Landscape Services
Esfaiths hed 1989

DOES IT ALL!
Design, Installation
and Maintenance

512 South 4th Street
753-5726 or 559-3790

444
NOW SELLING & INSTALLING UV
ANTI-MICROBIAL LAMPS,
which can help dean the all in your hotly,

Jim McBee Heating
at Air Conditioning

-It really helps going in for a
third time; we have that experience and we know how everything is going to be," said the
native of Oslo, Norway. "It's going
to be tough, but we're going to
go out there and fight and have
fun with it."
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Western'Kentucky plated four runs
in the second inning, five in the
third and three in the fifth to outlast the Murray State Thoroughbreds 13-7 in college baseball
action on Wednesday.
Senior reliever Gordon Dugan
tied the MSU career appearances
mark during the loss, pitching in
his 69th game at MSU.
Kentucky (24-16)
Western
scored four runs on four hits in
the second inning and plated five
runs on five hits and one costly
MSU error in the third, allowing
three unearned runs to score to
give the HilltopperT a 9-3 lead.
Geoffrey Kirksey went 3-for-4
with a double and two RBIs to
pace the 'Breds' offensive attack.
The sophomore left fielder has gone
10-for-15 since last Saturday.
Catcher Charlie Ward went 2for-3 with a double and two runs
while center fielder Garner Byars
went 2-for-4- -with-a_ double and
two runs scored.
Travis Brown went 3-for-3 with
two doubles and three runs scored
to lead Western offensively while
Matt Robinson went 3-for-4 with
a double and three runs.
On the mound, Bart Peach (I3) took the loss, allowing seven
runs (six earned) on seven hits,
striking out one and walking one
in 2 1-3 innings.
Igor Roiberg (1-2), one
WKU hurlers, picked up the pitching win. Roiberg allowed three
runs on four hits, striking out one
and walking three in three innings.
Murray State returns to Ohio
Valley Conference action on Saturday with a 1 p.m. doubleheader at Morehead State. The Sunday game also begins at 1 p.m.
The 'Breds are in a three-way
tie for third at 6-5 in league play
— a game behind first-place Tennessee Tech and a half-game behind
second-place Austin Peay State.

Prep Tennis
GIRLS
Heath 6, Calloway Co. 3
Wednesday at Murray State
Singles — Leslie Lynn (CC)
def. Anna Tarentino 8-3; Kayla
Curtis (H) def. Megan Miller 81; Kristin Ford (H) def. Katie
Bogard 8-0; Paige Slaughter (H)
def. Shelby Webb 8-6; Nicole Hudson (CC)def. Mary Feather 8-3;
Megan Ormes (H) def. Clara
Franklin 9-8 (9-7).
Doubles— Tarantino/Curtis(H)
def. Lynn/Bogard 8-6; Ford/Slaughter(H)def. Brittany Lemons/Megan
Colson 8-5; Franklin/Hudson (H)
def. Feather/Ormes 9-7.

BOYS
Heath 5, Calloway Co. 4
Wednesday at Murray State
Singles — Chris Leeper (H)
def. Jared Vincent 8-2; Daniel Dye
(CC) def. Kyle Brockman 9-7;
Jason Hernandez (CC) def. Grant
Ford 8-0: Tucker Adams (CC) def.
Kyle Stigall 8-2; Jackson Ervin
(H) def. John Black 8-5; John Stigall (H) def. Anthony Taylor 8-4.
Doubles — Leeper/K. Stigall
(H) def. Vincent/Dye 8-2; Herdef.
(CC)
nandez/Adams
Ford/Brockman 8-3; Ervin/J. Stigall (H) def. Black/Taylor 8-3.

CORRECTION

759-1457 • 293-2696 (mobile)

ISU may fire Eustach
AMES, Iowa (AP) — Larry
Eustachy made one appeal to save
his job by admitting he's an alcoholic. Now the Iowa State basketball coach is faced with making another.
Athletic director Bruce Van De
Velde suspended Eustachy on
Wednesday and urged the school
to fire him because of the coach's
behavior at a party with college
students in Missouri this year.
Van De Velde announced his
decision three hours after Eustachy,'
his wife at his side, revealed that

762-6800
POP-A-DENT
Auto Hail Repair
PAINTLESS DENT REMOVAL
If Your Automobile Was Damaged By Hail
Then You Need To Check Us Out!
•FREE ESTIMATES

•WRITTEN GUARANTEE

• 1 4 YEARS EXPERIENCE

•SAME-DAY SERVICE
FOR MOST REPAIRS

- Stop By and See Us With Every Written Estimate, Register For
A New 19" Color T. V. To Be Given Away
Located at

518 S. 12th St., Corner of Story Ave.

Jim Gray, Owner

he had been undergoing counseling for alcoholism. Eustachy said
he hoped the university would give
him another chance.
"I'm not throwing out the sympathy card here," Eustachy said.
"This is extremely hard, particularly on the person next to me.
I'm telling our story."
Eustachy has five days to appeal
the decision. Van De Velde said
he acted because Eustachy's behavior caused "profound embarrassment" to the basketball program
and the university.

Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
17
10 .630
Atlanta
—
17
10 630
Montreal
1 1/2
12 571
16
Philadelphia
4
15 483
14
Florida
16 407
Age
11
New York
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
12 556
15
Chicago
1
13
12 .520
St Louis
2 1/2
14 .462
12
Pittsburgh
15 423
3 1/2
11
Houston
4
16 407
11
Cincinnati
6
18 .333
9
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct. GB
731
7
19
San Francisco
4 1/2
12 556
15
Colorado
14
6
14
500
Los Angeles
8
16 429
12
Arizona
17 370
9 1/2
10
San Diego

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
778
6
21
New York
3
9 667
18
Boston
7
12 .520
13
Baltimore
11
370
17
10
Tampa Bay
357 11
18
10
Toronto
Central Division
L Pct. GB
7 .708
17
Kansas City
4
13 .519
14
Chicago
6
12
14 .462
Minnesota
20 .259 11
7
Cleveland
125 14
21
3
Detroit

Today's Games
Montreal (Day 2-1) at Milwaukee (Franklin
1-2), 12 05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Trachsel 0-1) at St. Louis (Tomko
2-2), 12:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Austin 0-1) at Colorado (Cruz
3-1), 205 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Prior 4-11 at San Francisco (Moss 4-0). 2:35 pm
Pittsburgh (Wells 0-1) at San Diego (Peavy
4-1), 405 p.m.
Atlanta (Reynolds 1-1) at Houston (Robertson 1-3), 705 pm
Florida (Beckett 2-2) at Arizona (Good 011, 835 p.m_
Philadelphia (Duckworth 1-11 at Los Angeles (Nomo 3-3). 9 10 ID•m•

Today's Games
Tampa Bay (Parris 0-21 at Minnesota (Mays
3-2). 1205 pm
Baltimore (Lopez 0-3) at. Detroit (Cornejo
p m., first game
.
1-2), 1205
Baltimore (Daal 1-31 at Detroit (Maroth 06), second game
Kansas City (Snyder 0-0) at Boston (Fossum 2-1). 5:05 p.m.
Texas (Lewis 3-1) at Toronto (Halladay 02), 6:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Shields 1-0) at Cleveland (Davis
2-3). 6.05 pm
Seattle (Pineiro 2-1) at NY Yankees (Mussina 5-0). 6-05 p.m
Oakland (Halama 1-1> at Chicago White
Sox (Garland 1-2), 705 pro

Racer Classic Golf Tournament
Information & Registration number is

606-782-3036
We Service All Brands of Air-Conditioning Equipment

CHAMPAIGN, 111. LAP) — Bruce Weber is back in the Big Ten,
moving to Illinois' as head basketball coach Wednesday after five
successful seasons at Southern Mini*.
He has roots in the conferenee, having worked 18 Years as an
•
assistant to Gene Keady at pj
"Our goal is to win a national championship at the University
of Illinois," athletic director Ron Guenther said. "I believe that
Bruce Weber is the coach to lead us to the next _level."
Guenther praised Weber for his integrity and commitment to academics.
"1 am honored and humbled to be named the coach here," Weiber
said. "It's a tremendous honor."
He replaces Bill Self, who went to Kansas after Roy Williams
left for . North Carolina.
Weber went 103-54 in five seasons at Southern Illinois.
Last season, the Salukis went 24-7 and won the regular-season
Missouri Valley Conference championship. They lost to Missouri in
the first round of the NCAA Tournament.
Weber's best year with SIU came in 2002. when the Salukis
went 28-8 and made it to the NCAA Tournament's round of 16.

Oakland
Seattle
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
L
W
17
10
10
17
14
13
14
13

Pct. GB
630
481
481

4
4

SECURITY SYSTEMS
THEFT & FIRE PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HOME. BUSINESS & CHURCH

Wesfem Kentucky is privileged to have some of the
Fines! Professional Police and firemen in the
rouniTy. But they can't help you if they don't
know you have an emergency.
With ADT Monitored Security System Your
Family and Home is Protected 24 Hours a Day,
Seven days a Week.
ADT Monitored Security System makes the call
within seconds of a Fire. Burglary. or if
Someone Falls and needs assistance.

For less than a dollar a day you can hove the
peace of mind knowing that while you are away,
you

are protected by ADT Security

System.

Wait Until it is Too Late!
Call Johnny Stroup Today For A Free
Home, Fire and Security Inspecticn.
Don't

FOR A LIMITED TIME
•NO INSTALLATION FEES
•NO HOOK UP FEES

JOHNNY M. STROUP
Security Specialist
Area Manager
Long Resident of Graves

County.
*Life
Phone:(270)382-2603; PAGER:(270)391-3323
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Relay For Life
Fri., May 2, 2003
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium
Luminary Ceremony open to the public at 9 p.m.
THE

1313•Sit
A

TEAM
SUPPORTS
RELAY FOR LIFE

RELAY
FO1
R

(
11

PROUD TO SUPPORT OUR -4
LOCAL RELAY FOR LIFE! 2
MURRAY ANIMAL 7.
HOSPITAL & PET HOTEL =or

LIFErne

Aacan

cc:

To all who have
contributed in the
Battle Against Cancer...
WE THANK WM.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

LI NCOLN
MERCURY

Terry Canerdy, D.V.M. • Marty Wynn, D.V.M.
1601 College Farm Rd.• Murray • 753-2088

701 Main St.•(270) 753-5273
www.parkerlord corn

The Ledger team is
walking in memory of our
former publisher,
Mr. Walt Apperson.

Proud to be a part of
the community that
supports
Relay For Life!

441-'4% erazg

In Loving Memory of
"Mr. A"

\i! FURNITURE,INC. ,

0
EDGEROTIMES

L

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Mi RR 11

"COME SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING"

103 South 3rd St.• Downtown Murray • 753-3621

svonboot
I**#

114
‘

t

One Step At A Time...
The Battle Agdinst Cdncer Is Being fought.
poup

HERITAGE

49
09
4
e.
Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
210 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 270-753-7921
www.bankwithheritage.com

SUPPORTER OF

111,••,• FD,r

II

WORLD
vvi:PFV'aiSEUNITZ,A37\.TrjP (1)
.47CIETY
HOME OFFICE: OMAHA,NEBRASKA

A portion from the above advertising proceeds

will be donated to Relay For Life.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Classifieds
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale rental or advertising ot 070
090
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under led
100
zeal law
110
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which
120
is in vidlation.OL the law All persons are hereby informed that all - 130
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
140
opportunity basis
150
155
For further assistance with Fall' Housing Advemsing
160
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P M dam.
165
(703)648-1000
180
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it illegal to adyerhse any preterence
IIITULatiOn or dis,nmination based on race. color, religion, set
handicap. familial status or national origin, orKAI to make
any such preferences, limitations or dis.;iinination

Advertisers are requested Wcheck the first
insertion of their ads for any error Murray
edger & Times will be responsible_Jor only one
'correct insertion Any error should be reportd immediately so corrections can be made

AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m.

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Murray Ledger & Limes Slur Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

600,116.10i,

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AT s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,603 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
ri1/13 Ado Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1.1 NE A.13S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 eacti —
-

Additional Consecutive

Days: $.11 per word per day.

$2.75 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) 52.5(1 extra for blind boo ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

060
Help Wanted

2003.R'u cuss fICI
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.
_Good luck to
Love,
Mom & Dad

NOW HIRING

Deadline for letters is
May 19th at 5 p.m. Cost
.
$43 per message.
No more than 20 words.
School logo will he
placed in ad.

217

Valerie 436-5914
100

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED

k**

050

020

S. 12th St.. Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

06/10/03 +2/24/03
06/23/03 - 12/15/03
07/01/03 - 01/12/04

,MURRAY

Notice

Lost and Found

adolimpa

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Notice

PRIVATE Duty CNA, Have
14
years experience.
Please Call (270) 7532742
WILL clean Offices, Restaurants or Churches Low
rates, Husband & Wife
Team. 437-3164.
WILL clean up after new
construction, remodeling,
before and after renters,
floors, windows, ect.

Sonic Drive In

For more information call
-753-1916 and ask for
Tammy or Jill '

LEDGERaTIMES

A-1 House Cleaning Cal
Linda 759-9553

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Let your graduate know how proud you are of their
achievements by placing your graduation line to be
published in our Graduation Tab on May 22, 2003.

Aiichael

090
Domestic & Childcare

Help Wanted

Wages: Minimum of $7.20 per hour. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met.
Cora4rt -local State Empinyment Service
_

Business
Opportunity
BUSINESS Opportunity
Tom's Foods, Inc. has a
business opportunity available in the Murray, Calloway Co. Area. Established
over-the-counter •
and
vending accounts available. Investment Required.
For more information Call
—1-80 -704-1983 Ext-8940

Office.
CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Great Graduation or
Mother's Day Gift
Call now to purchase
759-4938

:
.

:b0NATIONS is being ac.pepted for the up keep of
:fiethel Cemetery . Send
:donations to Judith Lamb
:543 Templehill Dr., Almo,
KY 42020
. IF anyone would like to
:help on up keep of smith
:*Cemetery. Please call
r759-9222

CADILLAC LIMO
FOR PROM
RENT
Nine Passenger
(4 Couples)
Will pick up
and deliver
Minimum Time
(6 hours)

Call 270-753-4445
Call 753-1916
060

Free
Pallets

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

Need to place an ad?

First Come

Call us we will be
glad to help.

First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

ctescscsc,cricscte,ctctascte$
WRIGHTFARMSUTICK
Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY

Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 1st Until Season End
Hours S a.m.-1p.m

Help Wanted
AVON Representatives
needed.
Up to 50% commission_
$10.00 sign up fee.
Limited time
Door to Door unnecesary.
Call Glenda
1-800-866-2243
BIDS will be taken for
Temple Hill Cemetery for
the up keep until 05/03/03.
Contact Bob Nanney 7534937, Bill Galloway 7532831, or Larry Roberts
753-9984
HARDEE'S is now hiring
Biscuit Maker. Apply in
person, accepting applications between 2-5.

Computers
DRIVERS
No loading just driving.
Earn up to 380 cpm. No
Loading or Unloading, No
Forced NE or Canada:
Guaranteed Home Policy,
2000 or newer Convenhone's. 1 yr OTR exp., 23
yrs old. Class A CDL
w/HazMat required. 0/0'S
and small feights welcome. $1500 Sign-on Bonus $500 w/1st dispatch
Limited Time Only. PTL 1800-848-0405
GREEN Acres is currently
hiring for the following positions:
•Full-time RN/LPN 2p-10p.
•Full-time RN/LPN 6p-6a
every wk end work 12 hrs
a day, get pd. for 16 hrs.
•Full-time CNA 2p-10p and
10p-6a.
All interested individuals
apply in person.
GROWING childcare look- •
ing for full-time teachers.
Apply in person at 350 Utterback Road, Murray.
(270)753-5050

Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledger.com

4 p.m. • 6 p.m.

LOOKING FOR RETAIL &
WORK OPPORTUNITIES?

270-753-5410

STRAWBERRIES
C5CPC`IC'C'C'SCPCPC'c'5iCie3C,
0

PARIS FLEA MARKET
every Saturday & Sunday 9:00-5:00. Many products to choose from: Arts & Crafts, Woodworking,
Photography, Paintings. Picfure Framing, Bath & Body
Products, Jewelry. Office Furniture & Supplies. Tools
iNew & Used) Wrought Iron, Avon (by Independent
Representative), Catfish (both live & dressed), Dixie
Outfitters T-shirts. NASCAR, Lamps (floor & table
models). Christian T-Shirts, Sports Cards. Cefamics.
Candles, License Plates, Shoes & boots, Personalized
Stepping Stones, etc. If you have been looking for The
Right Stuff, we have it, so come on over and browse.
Across from Hampton Inn on Hwy. 79. New vendors
welcome call 731-641-0872.
open

LOOKING for EXPERIENCED Tree Trimmer. Experienced only. Call 7538191.
Christian
NONPROFIT
organization seeks Executive Director. Bachelor
or Master's degree preferred, equivalent qualifications considered. Call
(270)247-3190 for job description and application.
Application deadline, May
15, 3002
NOW Hiring at Dumplins:
305 South 12th Street.
Apply before 11:00 a.m. or
after 2:00 p.m. No phone
calls please.
QUALITY part-time housekeepers for weekend Resort cleaning. Must be dependable and have car.
Call 436-2345
SEALED bids will be taken
for upkeep of Bethel Cemetery until May 4th 2003 at
2:00 p.m.
753-8704 Raymond Bynum. 753-7077 Kent Wilson. 753-0072 Dickie
Schroeder.

Experienced
Gutter Installer
Needed
In Murray Area
Apply in person
1604 State Route

Are you currently working in retail sales or do

you have a desire to work in retail? If so, then
we

invite you to come to a FREE workshop

and receive a certificate for 12 hours of retail
training that will be beneficial to you for
employment. This certificate will entitle you to
special preference with certain local businesses. SOAR. Work-place program of West KY
Educational Cooperative will be offering the

class to all those in the community who are
interested in attending. For information and an
application call 270-762-3357. Evening or
Day classes available.

121 North

SOUTH Eastern Book
Company has openings for
full-time and seasonal positions in our warehouse.
Job duties may include
receiving, stocking and/or
shipping of books. SEB
pays competitive wages
and benefits and is an
EOE. Interested applicants
may send a resume to
P.O. Box 309 Murray, KY
42071 or stop by SEB for
an application.
of Hopkinsville
Has an immediate opening
for a line technician.
Line technician requires
moderate to high level of
training experience, and a
full set of personal tools
This is not an entry level
position.
This full time position offers complete benefits including vacation plan, paid
holidays, uniforms, paid
training, 401K, health insurance program. and
rfore Pay commensurate
with skill and experience
To obtain an initial phone
interview, contact Lee at
Toyota of Hopkinsville,
886-9099 after 1000 am
"YOU'RE GONNA LOVE
US"
EOE, Drug screen required
•

TOYOTA

Law Office of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice ofLaw Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINALIT'RAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY
753-1752
1.11P-4 IS ..NN

ADVEHTISENIENT

NOTICE
All stored items in storage unit 27 at C
Storage, 619 South 4th St., Murray, KY
42071, have been abandoned. C Storage will
take legal possession of all items stored in
Unit 27 and will be sold on May 9, 03 at
10:00 a.m.

C Storage
619 South 4th
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-6831

.Information Programming Coordinator,
WKMS-FM, Murray State University. Full-time
non-tenure track position to begin July 2003.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree, audio production experience, preferably in public radio
news: strong written and oral communication
skills: knowledge of and interest in public radio
style reporting of current events and ability to
produce audio content consistent with NPR
style, in both live and prerecorded circumstances, an active euriosity and a passion of
story telling. Responsibilities: Voice WKMS
presence within NPR programs; produce news
features and readers; assists in student news
internship program; oversee production of public service announcements and other regular

features; participate in on air fundraising and
other station activities as assigned Application
Deadline: May 16, 2003. To Apply: Send letter
of application, resume, three writing samples,
three audio examples of news production and
names, addresses and-phone numbers of three
references to: News Search, WKMS, Murray
State University, 2018 University Station,
-Murray, KY 42071-3301. Women and minorities
are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

\cull lit .4.11

Trisris

or I

Call us we will be
glad to help
LII,T 64,, r dr, A ?Inc
270.753-19111

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certifiedlechnician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

Mobile Homes For Sale

12X60 House Trailer fo •1BR on Campbell St
sale. $250.00. 435-6099 .2br, 1 bath on Wiswell
556-5846.
Rd.
14'X70', 2br, 2 bath Ha .2br, 1 5 bath on
Cambridge Dr
milton house, very well
kept. New insulation from All very nice, large Apartfloor, cool sealed, new ments will all appliances
floors, $3.000. Phone ft's including washer & dryer
761-1953 and message Call for available dates
75'3-8285, leave Ott & 759-5885
Name & reason please.
1984 Champion 14x60
$5.000
OBO.
Call
1BR, 1 bath. 11,2 blocks
(270)382-2642
from MSU $195. plus
2 BR Mobile Home $1,000
deposit. No pets. ReferenOtaa_rril
AF
ces required. Daytime759-4118.,
753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
96 Claytorf 2 bedroom, 2
2BR NEAR MSU
bath Electric. 2 porches &
Coleman RE 759-4118
elect pole 200 amp.
$9,000.Cell 871-9340
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
98 Belmont, spacious
Coleman RE 759-4118
2 Bedroom, 3 Bath, Excel4br, Diuguid Drive. Colelent condition. Call 767man RE 759-4118.
3660 or 492-6229 ask for
EXTREMELY
nice 2 BedStare
CLAYTON Mobile Home, room Townhouse & Du3BR, 2 Bath. For more in- plex. Coleman RE 759-formation call 753-0980 af- 4118.
ter 5:00 p.m.
NICE 213r furnished apt.

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES
Double Wides &
Single Wides

270-437-4608
Mobile Homes For Rent

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S. 12th, Murray.

320
Apartments For Rent

3BR mobile home in country, New Concord area
$250 a month , $250 deposit. Call for more information. 270-339-2083
DOUBLE WIDE Mobile
Home 437-4465

C/H/A. Close to MSU
Coleman RE. 759-4118
RED OAKS APTS.
Special

$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice Duplex, 2BR,
2 bath, carport. Available
July 1st. 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln. 759-5477.

VISA
360
Storage Rentals

I

CREEKV1EW STORAGE..,
$20-$40 On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
.

MURRAY Store and Lot*
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon ,Reach
Mini-Storage
111 •-1/1.: I
-55 -111.Alt1
-•
380
Pets & Supplies

BIRD Fair & Supply Sale
Great deals on birds, toys
& cages May 3 (9am
5pm) May 4 (11am- 4pm)
Executive Inn, Paducah
KY 1-24 exit 4
(901)878-1307
DOG Obedience
--Matter Trainet
"
436-2858
JACK Russell puppies for
sale All males All shots
$125 Call (270)492-8575
or (270)492-8158
290
Livestock & Supplies
16 foot stock trailer $750
Cordura horse saddle
$100-753-2941

ALUMINUM Gooseneck
Trailer, Hart 3 Horse. Slant
great
Deluxe
Model,
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba shape $8,000 00 Call
ELECTRIC heaters, air
with garage, appliances (731 642-8843 after 4 30
conditioners, used carpetfurnished,
1 year lease, 1
ing, refrigerators and
Real Estate
deposit,
no pets.
month
Stoves. 753-4109
300
Call
753-2905.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
Business Rentals
COMPLETE AUCTION
and Trucks. Call (270)
Houses For Rent
SERVICE
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
Wayne Wilson
SHOP with Office, 3.bay o
days a week
Real Estate Broker
WANTED: Riding Mowers Storage"- with Office 30x60. 2 Bedroom, C/H/A. Wash27(1-753-5086
that need work. 436-2867. (Okra) Gas heat, free wa- er & Dryer Hook-up, no
Roger Stubblefield
ter, air compressor, large pets. $550 month + 1
150
Auctioneer '
parking area, sign availa- month deposit. 753-2259
Articles
270-527-2931
ble, 1/2 mile from city on or 527-8174
For Sale
hwy 121 north. 753-2486.
440
5'X8' White enclosed Car3 BR, 1 BA house. 505
I
Lots For Sale
Rent
Apartments
For
go Trailer, like new.
Pine. $400 monthly. Avail$1,500.00 Phone 753able June 1.
COMMERCIAL Lots to
3948.
1 Bedroom apartment nea
759-5073
sale. B-3 Zone. 206 & 208
6 person Hot Tub for sale. MSU, No pets 753-5980
4 Bedroom, C/H/A. Base- E Poplar. One block east
5 years old. Paid $5,000_ 1 Bedroom apartments, all ment on 121 North across
of 4th & Poplar Phone tr
Selling for $1,000. Cover appliances at the Oaks from Bailey Rd. $500
on
si ns
•.
RE
Apartments Coleman
included. 753-0175
month, deposit required
ABOVE ground swimming 759-4118
753-2225. 759-1509.
Homes For Sale
pool 27 foot, 4 years old, 1 OR 2br apts near down$495
4
BR,
1
BA
house
purchased $4,500. asking town Murray starting at
monthly. 301 N 5th
1 1/2 Story, 5 BR Frame
$200/mo 753-4109
$1,800.489-6180
759-5073
Gilbert & 3rd
House
1 or 2br large apts, all utilCHEST type freezer
KY
Hazel.
ities and cable included, 4BR, 1 BA house. 1622 Street
$100
489-2174,
489$18,000
monthly.
Farmer.
$600
furnishlawn maintenance
86 Honda Accord
2363
Available August 1.
4dr loaded
ed 559-8641
759-5073.
1994 6br. 3 full bath on 1
(270)753-9274
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
1/2 acres, 1/4 mile to boat
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
D.G. Landscaping
bath
FOR Rent. 2br, 1
902 Northwood Dr
& Nursery
C/H/A, W/D hookup in dock. $90,000 Will constd-Monday,
Market Place
Murray clean and quite. er land contract_ (517)290Wednesday. Friday.
2938 St At 94E
Lease, deposit, referen- 162
Phone 759-4984.
3BR, 1 bath 1 1/2 story in
Opening March 28th
ces 489-2266 759-4218
Southwest part of county.
Equal Housing
Bring
FOR rent: 3br, 2 bath. 2 peaceful neighborhood, 2
Opportunity
this ad receive $3.00 off
car garage home'Newly
car garage or workshop
$15.00 or more purchase
TOO 01-800-648-6056
per
$500
remodeled
492-8611
Limited 1 coupon per
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
No
deposit.
$500
month.
customer.
3BR, 2 Bath located in
near MSU.House 3 & 4
pets. 759-1566
*Bedding Plants
Preston Heights. For more
bedroom. 753-1252 or
NICE 3br, 2 bath
information cell 753-0980
*Vegetable Plants
753-0606.
•Aquatic Plants
1BR apt available, all ap- Close to town, C/H/A, W'D after 5'00 P m
5600/ mo.,
*Produce
402/404 S. 6th Street.
pliances furnished. MurDepl required
Cell 4 748-8970
Great rental investment,
C LRealty 753-4444
753-5530
1BR newly decorated,
recently updated with (2)
some utilities paid. no QUALITY Houses and living quarters. 753-8181
LOCAL CHANNELS
Now you can get the Pa- pets W/D available $230 Apartments available for 753-0589.
ducah DMA local network monthly. 767-9037
lease Call BS Rentals at
COUNTRY Setting room
channels on Dish Network FORREST View Apart- 759-4696 or 435-4632
for horses. C/H/A, 2 1/2br,
Satellite TV System. For ments 1213 N 16th St ,
10 minutes SouthTHE Summit-Panama City
more information call 759- now accepting applications
759-0997
Beach, FL Gulf- front
0901 or toll free: 877-726- for 2br townhouses, basic
Condo. sleeps 6. 11th FOR sale Duplex priced
4077
rent $345/ month. Call
floor, 2 pools. arcade and $82,000. 366-1045
POOL table, excellent con- 753-1970 Leave Mesmore Beautiful unit wait- HOUSE and 4 acres with
dition 489-2068 after 5:00 sage Equal Housing Oping for you Must be 25 to pond. 3br & 2 baths- 641
ortunit
Or 994-8787
make reservations I D re- North 753-6384
SET of 20" Areffi Maniacs,
2BR 1 bath
quired Call Julie at 767- HOUSE FOR SALE In
753-4389 before 5pm
5 lug wheels with 255/35
Hardin, Kentucky on quiet,
9199 for rates and save
Kuhmo tires $2,500 OBO
or 753-5960 after 5pm
secluded street. City wa293-0243.
ter, cable, paved street
TOP soil- we will load Call
shaded
24-acres, nice
753-9274.
yard with productive Pe160
can trees. Two bedroom,
Home Furnishings
large living room. util4
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
room Call 753-4199 or
527-1698 to inure
3 yr old oversized Colorua
couch and chair $150
NEW PRICE! $136,000
CANTERBURY 4 Bed(270)t59-9222
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
room, 2.5 baths w/Living
DINING Room Set Nice
-Central Heat and Air
Dining and Family Room
Table, Chairs & Glass
Accepting Applications
Screened in porch and
Front Hutch $700 00 &
fenced yard 1521 London
Side board $50.00. 436Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Dr Call 767-9278 for ap5572 (Nights) 753-0516
1 p.m. to 4 p.m,
Veer
pointment
(Days)

L

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments :
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-5454833-Ext 283

THURSDAY, MAY 1 2003
500

FOR SALE BY OWNER
2100 Carol Dri%e
adjacent to Gatesborough Subdivision

1991 Plymouth Grand
Voyager LE, low miles,
rear air, excellent condition $2,600 (270) 3288944
97 Venture Van, 72K,
$8,500 753-2119

Campers

Used Trucks

Used Trucks

Vans

[1.1111Boats & Motors

1994 Ford Truck, tool box, 87' Silverado, Full size 1990 Coleman Campe •1989 Pontoon Trailer with
cond 85 Mercury $5,000 00 or
good
auto, new tires, 74,009 white, 350 fuel injected, Pop-up,
489- make offer.
new tires, brakes, and $1,000 00 OBO
miles $6,000 753-5422
•1991 Yamaha Jet Ski
Silverwith
2083
loaded
shocks,
FOR Sale 2000 Chev,
$1000. or make offer
1500, Silverado, short bed ado package, 137,xxx '95 Aquatron Runabout Ski
•14' Fiberglass Boat &
with topper, all power, miles. Asking $2,850. 492- Boat, 19 ft. Mercruiser inboard/ outboard All acces- Trailer with 55 horse motor
31,xxx miles, excellent 8054
sories included, CD player $800.00 or make offer.
condition (270)753-8387
& speakers. $7,500. OBO Call 759-3033 Leave Message if no answer.
, 767-0377

PUBLIC AUCTION

House & 5 acres on Airport Road. 3 bedroom,
2-1/2 bath. formal dining room, breakfast nook,
cathedral ceilings, large bonus room, Oversized garage with storage area, Pella windows,
2x6 walls, paved drive, storage building on a
beautiful lot with mature trees. S179,900.
489-2883 leave message, or 559-3311.
LAKE Properly For Sale!
Approx. 1/8 mile to Lake!
Nice Large 3 Bedroom', 2
Bath Doublewide with
C/H/A, Well, Septic &
Appliances, including 2
Utility Buildings with electricity. 2 additional Lots in. -Exeellent --neighborhood! Looking to sell,
only asking $35,000. Gall
753-1624 After 5:00 p.m.
WANTED: Home for purchase by professional family. Must have at least 3
bedrooms and 2 baths.
Must be situated on at
least 1 acre (preferably
more). prefer home with
fireplace. Trees also important. Builders welcome.
Call-_270-759-9958:- Leeve
Messa•e if no answer.
MotorcyclesA ATV's

-

1999 FXD Super Glide
Harley Davidson motorcycle $13,500 or Make offer.
Call 759-9222
2001 Yamaha Raptor, lots
of extras. Must sell $4,200
OBO. 2513131 Leave
Message
2003 Zuma Scooter less
than 100 miles. Call for details. 293-0243
92 750 Vulcan V-twin, new
tires, 15,000. miles, pipes,
excellent
condition
$2,750. 759-9365.

Sat. May 3, 2003•10:00 AM
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, KY. From Mayfield,
Ky, take Hwy. 121 S. through Coldwater turn S. onto Hwy. 1836.
Follow to auction. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 W to Lynn
Grove, Ky. Turn onto Hwy.893 follow to auction. See auction signs.
Electric treadmill by Weslo Cadence model 84540 - exercise bike - 10" Craftsman
table saw - 12" Craftsman radial saw - 12" Craftsman band saw -6'Craftsman plainer - AT 25x10x12 tires - 200 amp service box - grill - patio table & chairs - 10' tree
trimming saw - line trimmer - fishing equipment - fish locator - 5 drawer tool chest boat anchors - shop anvil - 2 wheel dolly -.2 drawer file cabinet - Craftsman gasoline
trimnier---electric fans ga-s-Cans - aluminum ext. ladder - -Miller tig welder & rods floor jacks - 2 hi lift jacks - electric spray - 15 gal. tank propane heater - rolls of electrical wire-- heavy duty bench drill press - drill bits - log chains - leaf blower Craftsman sander - nice 1/2" air impact wrench - bench grinder - chain hoist - B D
sander - large drill motor - 6.000 RPM Side grinder - air tools - assortment of bearing pulleys - adjustable wrenches - Craftsman tool chest - B&D hedge trimmer - outside work lifts - come along - metal tool chest shop made - 5 hp rear tine tiller by
Lawn Boy - 3 RI lift pole - Whiskey barrel - super nice JD 2 row planter w/markers
- 6-12 battery charger - truck tool box - gas golf cart - nice 8x I2 building w/4 ft. side
door - and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

490

01 Saturn L200, :40g, 4
cylinder, auto. Asking
$8,600. HM (270)6944209 800-515-1160 ask
for Jody
1990 Grand Prix LE, good
car. $750.00. 759-9161
after 6.00 519-3034
1995 Ford Taurus Station
Wagon, all power equip.
Original owner, Michelin
tires, 76K miles, exc. condition inside & out. $4,350.
(731)642-4627
1998 Acura TL 2.5, 76,000
miles, Immaculate condition. $13000. (270) 7535413
2000 Lincoln LS, v-a, 59K,
loaded, new tires, must
sell $14,000. 994-0178.
93 Ford Escort, 4-door,
A/C, AT, Cruise, 128K,
$2,495 OBO. (731) 2328253
94 LS 400, White, 149,xxx
miles, mint condition. 7534663 9-5 M-F
97 2dr Chevy Cavalier,
103,xxx miles, Runs
Great! Must Sell. $3,000.
OBO. 753-0933
Need to sell your
Truck or Car?
Call us we will be
glad to'help.
Murray Ledger 8, Times
270-753-1916

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., May 3•2 p„m.
At the New Henry Auction House on
Hwy.79, Henry, TN
Selling antiques and collectibles'- lots of good
old furniture old primitives - several good fire
Place mantles - glass - pottery - lots of iron pcs
- stoneware - much mcire.

BEECHAM'S
AUCTION SERVICE
Gary S. Beecham

ci-iNarv L Beecham Auctioneers
Jeff Clay and Jason Beecham - App. Auctioneers
Lic. in KY & TN • Firm 1561
Ph. 1-731-243-4882•731-243-4811

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #128I Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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ABSOLUTE
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GREAT INVESTMENT OR
FIRST TIME BUYER PROPERTY!
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i REAL ESTATE:Two bedroom mobile home with added on den, has central heat
: & air, carport, well, septic system, new 500 gal. propane tank, 24'x24', 2002 built
garage, air & electric;
: TERMS: 15% down, cash- balance in 30 days. Buyer required
, waiver day of auction.

to sign lead paint

SELLING ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!
Visit our Website: www.harrisauctions.com

] HARRIS
, (270) Real Estate & Auction (800)
1
Mayfield, KY
380-4318
,, 247-3253
i DALE RAY HARRIS, Broker/Auctioneer
"People Working For People"
AN.
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1 oo.acoo
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R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP• •...R.E. AUCTION GROUP•R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAY 10TH • 5:07 PM

RESTAURANT AUCTION

Location: From Murray take Ky 94 East for 5 miles then East on KY 280 for 7 miles,
continue on River View Blvd. for 1/2 mile, Turn right on Skyway then left on Passage Dr.

THURSDAY, MAY 15th, 10 A.M.
OUTLAW'S STEAKHOUSE

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, May 6• 4:07 to 6:07 p.m.
Realtors Welcome
+/- 2500 Sq. Ft - 2 Levels

Panoramic KY Lake Views

125 Feet• Frontage on Mineral %ells A.e.
Ample t'oncrete Parking - High traffic tmini Area
Prime Real Estate — Ac66 icellen1 Restaurant Location or is
Readily Adaptable for Many Other(sm.
Ibm'i Mks This Opportunits Is, Locate lour Business Here.
fall for Appointment.
Building !Sales Subject to SRA Approsal Only'
Equiptrient in Sell ABSOLUTE Regardless of Price &
Nil! Sell Piece by Pierce

Very P
Boasial List of Restaurant Equipment
27 Padded
li Booths sr/Wooden Chairs
50 fables
144 Metal Padded Chairs
40 Wooden Padded Chairs
10 High Chairs
PICO Deep Fryer (..ni
I nisersal ARM 60 Miner Flom Mod
W VIES Grill (Gas,
lioshicaki lie Mach. 1200 I II
Jordon AS Upright Refrg.
American Meat Slicer
S,S Refrg.
Work table
5'('hair bwiller Grill
()Wield 2 Door Erecter
3!Comp. Deep Fryer lGosi
SS Prep fable
4 Vent •11I• hoods
2 Blodgett Confection Ovens
NIL'. Double Proffer /ten
2 Comp. SS Sink
Hobart Miser '.IM 111151
Vulcan 6 Eye (2as Range
3 Walk-in Coolers
11 rs Master Deep Frvers
2 4 Ss. Fables
13 Freezer Racks
_kV lc 9' Hot & I old Salad Bar
2('hint Freezers
%moms Station
lksert Bar
Witch Ire Cream Slash
Microwaves
Can Rack
Onkon'Machlne
Salad Machine
525 Pam,Pots, Utensils
Steak Plates
Dishes
Cups & Glasses
Safe
Desk
Menu Boor&
. .
HI'SURE DS & FIC NDRI,IFS OF ITENLS TO NUMEROUS Too LIST!
PREMIUM on tin, Sale!
TWO AUCTION —115151 HERITAGE
Far Phis I or,. Appairkaisi sr Mew laganasilink Cal HER11114.14104111143/2
nn...o,
Moth,as Sale Rake Pore *desire
.411 On,, 4dve014,114,010
/ittormur,i, J., Ow; 4d no,frt. Spam aelteved 0,1w Corn, r in,, II Rot Csimarensred
Recent, Ruh; to Grow',ice Rerrudp ii, he s.eet Pu
runianuiesuunut beim:min netitnnadi www,licnyugrjuocumi
MuffW10941// t14FFED

EVIPPF.1) TO SERVICE 411 MIR 410105 4FIDS'

Single Family or 2 Family
71 Ft. Wrap-A-Round Patio
4 Bedrooms,3 Baths, 2 Kitchens
Take a drive out today, you'll discover 100's of feet of stwreline, breathtaking views and an attractive hillside home site that walks down to the water's
edge. Whether you're into wetting a hook, boating, skiing or just plain old
relaxing you've come to the right place. With this attractive practically maintenance free home, chores are few. Features you're sure to enjoy include:
2 complete family levels, each with very open floor plan; +/- 23.5 x 21 ft.
Family Room opens into Kitchen allowing for a 40 ft. expanse ideal for family gatherings; the practically +/- 16 x 14 ft. new Eat-in-Kitchen has approx.
50 linear feet of cabinetry & counter spec'
, with pantries, lazy susans & roll
out shelving; Kitchen walks out to balcony deck over 30 feet of window
scape views: 2 large Bedrooms this level; plus Full Bath; linen closets &
walk-ins. The lower level walks out to the +/- 70 ft. wrap-a-round patio &
down to the lake. Its features include: a +/- 16 x 13 ft. Master Bedroom with
lake view and an adjoining +/- 15 x 11 ft. Master Bath w/walk-in & dressing
area; there is a second Bedroom; a second Full Bath and a large Utility
Room this level. Other amenities include. 12x'3 ft. shop or storage room,
attached +/- 24.25 x 20 ft. double car garage; 60 ft. wrap-a-round deck and
much more. Call for preview.
Terms of Auction: 10% deposit day of auction, balance within 30 days A 10% buyerr
premium will be added to the final bid and included in the total contract price.

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.

Jeff Wilkes. President

Ten) C1esry
Auctioneer
LK 112K17

Off 751925-3534 Fat 711426-2112

1100-11901772

CAI
UC770N

FL #4536
890 Pickwick St Savannah, TN 38372

1860 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, Ky. 42003
Phone (270) 554-5212
TOLL FREE 1-800-307-SOLD

1668 Ryan Ave.• Murray, KY

ALL CARPENTRY

Boat. Motor & Mailer: 14' aluminum flat bottom boat With live
well, trolling motor, fish finder and extra fuel tank and marine battery - 50HP Evinrude outboard with 21 actual hours, steering link.
This is an extra sharp fishing boat ready for the lake and complete
with trailer.
Lawn & Garden: 2 - 21" lawn mowers • hand tools • antique plow

Homes, add on's,
garages,
pole barns, decks,
vinyl siding
Home & Mobile Home
repair.
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353

• camping equipment and supplies (stove, lantern, etc.)
Antiques & Collectibles: Old Tonka toys • model.WWII plane •
old unopened model kits • collectible books and magazines.- 1940's
Popular Mechanics and Popular Science • dolls • pool table • golf
clubs• old Louisville Slugger baseball bate • other old baseball bats
• iron yard kettle •small bean pot •3 footed iron pot • Red Wing 5
gal. crock • hand held CB's and weather radios • radio scanners •
Canon large print electric typewriter • word pl:ocessing machine •
treadmill • 374 walnut spindle bed • grocery store scales • wooden
dish barrel • old folding tables • old wooden cradle • handmade
lectern,case of(unopened) Anniversary Holiday Hospitality 6 oz.
Coca Cola • snow sleds.
Thous: Black & Decker workmate • Craftsman belt sander and disc
sander• Craftsman circular saw with case • skill saw • counter top
drill press• Dremel 16" scroll saw • Craftsman router with table •
C clamps • shop vise • bench grinder • all power tools have cases.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
,ROY HILL
• Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-21'13

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
.Bush HoggingsTilling.
(270)436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.

Cecil McLeod's

NAA

www rareauctions com
CERTIFIED AUCTIONEERS INSTITU'E
R.A.R.E, AUCTION GROUP• R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP• RARE. AUCTION GROUP

Lawn mower repair.
753-9814.

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer
"The Sound ofSelling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
website: farrisauction.com
e-mail: wdan@ldd.net

CLAY'S Mowing
Mulching & More
Days 871-7340
Nights 762-0040
CONCRETE
'Finishing Driverays,
Sidewalks,Patibs. -Free Estimate.
(270)435-4619

Notattspuusiblefair,arurieni. 4nnouneernentrclay dank take sueeedeace MCI aldrustestipatenal
True Concession tkIll be available for lunch

LOCATION:8239 St. At. 94., Farmington, KY
CORNER LOT ON BEECH GROVE ROAD & HWY 94. 1.5 MILES EAST OF
TRI-CITY., KY. 3.7 WES WEST OF LYNN GROVE, KY. SIGNS POSTED!

SIS
4

Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
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AAA CUSTOM BUILT

Saturday, May 3, 2003 • 10 a.m.

All This and Much More...
Terms on Personal Properly: Cash day ofarietion.

234 Passage Dr. - Murray, KY • Panorama Shores - KY Lake

III";
I \\) I I • \\i l' kl• I\
8,200 SO FT BUILDING ON 1.07 ACRE LOT

C

Joseph W. Thomas - Appt. Auctioneer

•
•

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Ms. Juanita Lynn has made the decision to sell tools and other items
from the estate of her late husband Paul Lynn, Mr. Lynn served as
an Asst. Professor in the College of Industry & Thchnology for many
years. He made it a point to buy and maintain quality equipment.

DAN MILLER - DARRELL BEANE &
TERRY PASCHALL AUCTIONEERS

T

AUCTION SALE

A

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

Used Cars

853-1172
88 Pontoon Crest ii 25 tt
THERAPEUTIC
70 hp motor with trailer
MASSAGE
$5,000. Cell 871-9340
Murray
FOR sale 2000 16 ft Sylwww thegoldentouch us
van boat with 50 hp Johnaffordable
hauling,
son motor. Both never A
used, still under warranty, cleaning out garages, atloaded. New $14,000. tics, gutters, junk, tree
work 436-5141
Sale $9,000 436-6076
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out garage,
gutters, junk & tree work.
436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

PUBLIC AUCTION

PUBLIC AUCTION

R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP

•.A.R.E.AUCTION GROUP •R.A.R.E. AUCTION RO P •R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP •R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP •R.A.R.E. AUCTION GR •UP •R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROW

3 BR,2 full baths, kitchen/DR, family room,
utility room, 2 car garage, low utilities with
central gas heat/air. lots of storage space.
Located in the county with city utilities.
ettent coo i ioil and icady to moc mo.
Call 270-753-6270.

530
Services Offered

Boats Motors

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAY 17TH • 10:07 AM
3506 Airport Rd.- Murray KY
and turn right

Location: From Murray trawling 641
go North 3.5 miles. Auction on right.
Magnificent Count Estate

North torn Lett on IS 1:1. Go

1.8 miles

on

KY-783, Airport

Rd., and

Kids grown - sold business - "first retirement" moving to Florida • - "leaving a piece of
themselves behind." - Nearly 20 years ago an
outstanding place was discovered to raise a
young family. It's all about a great location &
community, great schools, great neighbors and
12x17 Sun Room
great memories. A home & home place that fit 3 Seasons
Beautiful Lavin
perfectly. Attend our preview and discover for
+/- 2000 Sq. Ft. - 2 Kitclie,
2
•SprinIder System
yourself all the fine amenities. Well cared for
and like new with over 2000 sq. ft.,; 2
Kitchens; 3 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 Bathe, Attached
garage; separate metered Office Building &
Shop or 2 Detached Garages; lawn sprinkler
system; well landscaped.
216; Sq. Ft. Separate Metered for Business or Pleasure Features include: 17x14.75 ft. Family Room
with Brick fireplace and raised tiled hearth
Executive Offices - Shop - Warehouse ,
Spinet Piano &
built in cabinetry & book shelving 15x14.75 ICA
it. remodeled Eat-in-Kitchen with Kenmore eye level oven; counter top cooking Whirlpool dishwasher &
trash compactor; +/- 2445 a, 12 ft. Living Room with great views - custom drapery - formal dining +/- 8x5
ft. Entry Foyer. Approx. 1$04.75-if7imaster Bedroom; his and her closets; chair railing hardwood floor;
hall walk-in. The Second Bedroom and Third Bedrooms are approx. 12x11.5 ft. each with hard wood
tloors. Other amenities include: large central remodeled Bath; Second Kitchen with Utility Room; Second
•si
Eta, Iviller
Full Bath; Half Bath in Bedroom; attached 21x19.25 ft. Garage w/off set +/- 17x12 ft. screened Sun Porch
.with ceramic tile floor and wet bar. At Home Business Set Up: black top drive to Separate metered
24.25x24.25 ft. Office Building w/professional entry; Executive Suite;.central heat 84 air; separate septic
system; 30x40 ft. Shop Building. 12 ft. clearance - 4600 It. over head door; fluorescent lighting 16x16
ft. insulated heated room; built-in shelving over 400 sq ft. of Loft;
40 Ft. Semi Box Trailer 12 1/2x30 ft. open storage building much more.,
Terms of Auction: 10% deposit day of auction, balance within 30 days. A 10% buyers premium willtx
added to the final bid an included in the total contract price.
David Hill has sold his electrical business. See later ads or our Web site at www rareauctions com for
complete listing of surplus equipment to be sold.
Personal Properly
Equipment & Tools: Datson forklift - model F6005 - 6000 lb. - 130 inch mast side shift; 26 ft. Grove
14100 It. Odium
electric platform lift- 600 lbs capacity - roodei SM13146E; more;
1 Ir-ti lift
Supplies: golf cart trailer; trailer contents; conduit; tool boxes;
Yard & Garden Tails lohn Deere LX188 riding mower; Klee,e Kut push movier;•Stihl weed eater; 6tihl gas
blower; AgriFab 38: lawn sweep spreader; golf cart trailer; gas cans; more;
Furnishings: oak entertainment center; oak dining' table w/2 leafs & 6 chairs; 2 dome front; 1-door china
cabinets, 3-cushion floral sofa; sofa & love seat - double recliners on each - large; Lazy Boy recliner; 4 pc.
bedroom suite - dresser chest, end table, queen bed, headboard - Link Taylor; 2-cushion sofa; antique oak
Falls City treadle sewing machine; brass table lamp w/matching floor lamp; pr upholstered wing back
chairs; brass floor lamp; oval mirror; framed prints - Floral by Nerd- Renee Dollor Hinley; Kimball spinet
piano & bench: 2 oak stauatory tables - barley twist legs -.ball & claw feet,6 pc. wicker set; child's rocker; more;
Appliances: small commercial popcorn popper, Hot Point 19 cu. ft. almond refrigerator; Kelvinator
Electric 26 Ft.
harvest gold refrigerator; toaster oven; 4 hole toaster; 30" Magic Chef electric range; Maytag washer &
Grove Lift
dryer; Sharp microwave; Gold Star dehumidifier; mdre;
Glassware & Kitchenware: punch bowl set; crystal stemware; stoneware dishes,Pyrex microwave casserole dishes; more;
Exercise Equipment: Vita Master treadmill • programmable; weight bench & weights; stair machine; sit up bench; Torso Track machine; more,
Misc: 6 it toklsng table; card table. golf clubs; pr. sterling candlestick'., picture frames; baskets; Christmas decorations; pedestal
fan; Rubber Maid lawn cart; pet taxi; much more;
Office: 24" HP Design let 650 C plotter printer; 3-cushion sofa: walnut finish drafting table w/storage, 6 ft. executive walnut finish:
double pedestal desk; 3 office chairs; executive chair; cherry finish single pedestal desk; four 4-drawer file cabinets; 2-drawer fire
safe; Smith Corona typewriter - electronic; Office size Corsley refrigerator- Motorola business band radio communication system;
KY Wildtat print; Ray Nelly print; small walnut credenza; secretary desk w/crecienza; Bear Cat scanner; cakulators; 2-line phones;
paper cutter; APC power conversion4fack up systems; office supplies; copy machine stand; shredders; much more
Power Tools:
Power drills: 2 Milwalkee 3/8" power drills; 3/8" Makita power drill; 4 Milwalkee 1/2" power drills; Milwalkee 1/2 split angle drill;
3 Milwalkee right angle drills; more
Rigid threaders: 3 rigid model 700 Pona Pony rigs; 1 rigid impel 141 power threader; sets of Rigid 3/4 to 2" dies; Rigid 202 cutter;
3 Rigid 418 oilers; 2 rigid 450 vises; more;
Hammer Drills: 4 Milwalkee 3/8" Hammer drills; Bosch Hammer drill; 3 Hilti TI-5 Hammer drills; Hilti DX35 Hammer drill; 2
Milwalkee 1 1/2" Hammer drills; 2 Hitt, TE54 Hammer drills; more
Misc. Power tools:6 Milwaukee saw zalls; Porter C. portable band saw:) Milwaukee portable hand saws; 2 BAD grinders;
2 RAE)jig saws.
Greenlee: 2 Greenlee Model 884-4" power conduit benders; Greentee model 882-2" power conduit bender; Greenlee model
777 bender; GE hydraulic pump; GeenLee model 975 hydraulic pump; Geentee model 755 hand pump; 9 Greenlee Cable
cutters; Green Lee cable bender; 2 Greenlee stud punches; 4 Greenlee gang boxes; Greentee pipe rack; more
Electical took:9 - 1/2" EMT benders; 11 3/4" EMT benders; 6- 1- EMT benders; 1 1/4- EMT bender; 1/2, 3/4& 1" Hickeys; 4'
1/2" off set benders; 4- 3/4" off set benders; 2 Chicago benders; Kerney & -Bundy crimpers; W. mold cutter; fish tapes; more;
Ladders: 7 - 6 ft. fiberglass step ladders; 6 - 8 ft. fiberglass step ladders; 4- 12 ft. ladders; 20, 24 & 28 fiberglass ext. ladders; more
Misc. Tools: 50,000 BTU kerosene heater; 8 Rigid pipe wrenches; 12" to 36"; -1 chain hoists; 2 Milwalkee hand trucks; Ace floor
light; GFI cords; heat guns; PVC cutters; 7 sledge hammers; 5 shovels; Victor torch set & cart; Green Lee & Sears vac; 3 truck
boxes; drill bits; come-a-longs; trolley; hole saws; more
Meters: ECG analyzer model 231; Biddle meger, recording amprobe; Simpson, mprobe;
Supplies: aril sizes conduit; connectors; electrical boxes; reels of wire; semi trailer 8, shelves full; much more
Terms: 13% buyer premium -Visa & Mastercard accepted, 10% buyer premium - cash or'approved check.
45

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
CAI
AUC T1014E5 P

1860 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, Ky. 42003
Phone (270) 554-5212
TOLL'FREE 1-800-307-SOLD
www rareauctions com

CERTIFIED AUCTIONEERS INSTITUTE

NM
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530

*a Home kw/veined Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day. •

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Drivewa,

#1 & #2 available in most colors

ftP
b
Tree Senke
270-753-2555
800-611-6854
=Luke Lamb =-7„.,]

Y447**

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2

C

miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

sh. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Sir
sfANCE
1=11 CONTRACTING

Watson
Roofing

994-0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile.
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

or 270-752-0871
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839'
HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry. No Job too
small (731)247-3015

Do You Need Furroture and Bedding?

Tom

767-9036

DOES your yard need
mowing'? Want someone
with over 10 year experience'? If so, call Mal Gingip 31(1-7706
DOZER work & hauling
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

,T4tgr—

rI

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163

We now manufacture. Buy direct

Services

David Borders

Services Offered

HAULING

Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSE WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974

•

Specializing In Shingles,
Metal, Wood Shake and
Rubber Roofing

New, Tear Offs. Recovers
10 Years Experience
753-2775 • 731-694-1284

HYDRO CLEAN
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick, Decks,
Driveways, roots & More.
Free Estimates.
Stephen Alexander
270-527-7595
JB Lawn Care
Mulching. Bush Trimming
Mowing. Etc...
Free Estimates
rAll 753-4181 or 291-211q2
JOE'S Mower repair,
Pickup/delivery
436-2867
PLUMBING Repair ail
types, including Water
Heaters and Well Pumps
Home. 753-2855. Cell

Call For Free Estimates

Quality References Available
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE•VINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPET

a.

fr.

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personah install for you?

•

a WE DO!
8 Visit
Our Showroom Today
a
niOt
-J

•

-77
4 se!
Over 37

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838
0
0

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel

SARPET &FLOOR COVERING

437-4838 or
270 559-4986--

•1•1r2lIttes Soutri or Murray to Tom Taylor Road Rio 1500 yes. -a
5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET
Hyry

530
Services Offered

530
Services OtterKI

WALTERS
JUNK/ RUBBISH RemovCONTRACTING
al, we It naul dIMOSt any.
thing. from Attics to Barns DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
& Yard Waste, odd jobs, Siding, Addition, and ReDiscounts._ modeling Quality Work
Senior
Over 30 Years Experi(270)489-2583
ence Gerald Walters. 753LAWN Mowing
2592
and trimming
WANTED
753-5476
Yards to Mow
LAWNS mowed
All Yards will be Pushed
Call 489-2989
Mowed
'LEE'S
It interested Call
CARPET
753-8101
CLEANING
Rabbits for sale
•Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
SUREWAY
removal
TREE SERVICE
•free Estimates
Stump Removal
•Wrinkle Repair
Insured with full line of
•Ouick Drying
equipment

753-5827
MOORE'S
Mowing Service
Lawn service that push
mow small yards Weed
eating & shrub trimming
LON/ price Call 354-8496
PAT Kemp
General Contracting
N) Years Experience
Roofing. Remodeling
& Additions
623-8900.
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
435-4645

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(2701 753-1713

JEWELRY!JEWELRY!JEWELRY!

314 South
15th Street
Friday
& Saturday
8:00 a.m.

Theme Vases - Watches - Shirts
Fashion Jewelry - Some Sterling Silver

Mother's Day Specials
GARAGE SALE

$3.00 TO $25.00
Fri., May 2 & Sat., May.3•8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

176 Ironwood Dr.(Misty Meadows)
Next to Oaks Country Club

40.40116-aarOM.......-

-bib*

Rotobrush"1
AIR DUCT SYSTEM CLEANING
Rid Your Ducts of

Dust Mites• Dirt Debris• Mold • Pollen
The Rotovision Video Inspet Non system allows you to see
trouble spots and verifies that the lob was done right
Rotobrush can also improve the efficiency of your
HVAC system

Randy Thornton Htg. & Air
Senliig 14.1'144..4 1%4'4071 klIfik Ay I
L_MU Chemist Street• Murray, KY • 753-8181

— b1 Lawn Care Seic
Depend
TotkLawn CM—
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
\'Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
*Tractor Tilling •Grgder Blade Work

\

Free estimates
753-5484

T&D Lawn Service
Tree and Shrub Trimming
Other services available
(Duality service at
affordable prices.
Call for free estimate
753-0462 or 395-9915

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace • Owner
(2 7 0)7 5 3 • 6 4 9 1

LINN'S
BODY SHOP

Free
Pallets

Quality Body Work & Painting
Domestic and Imports
All Work Guaranteed

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

Established With All
Insurance Companies
30 YRS. EXPERIENCE

First Come
First Serve

Located Behind
Brandon Auto World

Please
No Phone Calls

753-8100

ADVE

SALE

Your Yard Sale 3 Times and
1x2 ad 30 WORD MAX.

.I. SE

GARAGE

2 insertions
3 insertions

$13.00
$16.00

‘•'

SAVE

1 insertion

$8.00

Ads must be paid in advance

Dtp.DutaS
5
"
2-ID
tatOVANCE.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department • 753-1916

-339,20556-

1••••••

Multi-Family
Yard Sale

riztmos

SKV1COS(Mew

GET YOUR GARAGE SALE GOING!

1'AWN—

SALE

GAISAIRAGE
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GARAGE
SALE
121 N. to 299 to
Backusburg Rd.
Watch for signs.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. till ?
Women's clothes up

to 3X, men's & kid's
clothes, Home
Interior, Tupperware.

.1•••••11

•••••••.

h

GIGANTIC GARAGE SALE
Two Households Moving Into One
We had two of,everything!
813 Bagwell - Off of Glendale Rd.
Fri., May 2nd & Sat., May 3rd
7 a.m. - ?
Bedroom suite, kitchen table, Home
Interior, household items, pictures.
clothes, microwave, furniture and lots of

misc.

ii E.—
. s
D E
. ..
. o
o

i

GARAGE SALE
2016 Carol Drive
Fri., May 2 & Sat., May 3
Clothing, table lamps, garden & yard
decor, dishes, light fixtures, purses, ladies
shoes, costume jewelry, Christmas items
including Nativity scene, live plants
(Hostas), collectibles, and many more
items.

YARD
SALE
Garrison Heating
& Cooling
94 East
Friday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m. - Noon

_ •

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE
1706

1013 Sharpe
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Treadmill,
exercise bike,
assorted
housewares,
band saw, tools.
clothes, books'&
much more.

Holiday Dr.

May 2 & 3
Bicycles, old quilts.
Southern Living
Cookbooks, hand
tools, odds & ends.
Too much to
mention.

GARAGE SALE

YARD
SALE

828 Oaks Country

Club Road
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m. - Noon
New & used
windows, French &
sliding patio doors,
2-9x7 •garage doors.
men & women's
clothing & much
more.

211 lrvan St.
Saturday Only
7 a.m. - ?
Lots of furniture,
household items,
misc.
•

YARD SALE
345 Century Drive

Murray

Take 121 S. towards New Concord, about
5 miles out of Murray, first road on the left
past the Cherry Corner Y. Watch for signs.

Saturday, May 3•7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Girl's clothes up to 2T, men & women's
clothes, toys, blankets, a few home items,
& much much more.

YARD SALE
Don't miss this one!!!
1308 Fleetwood Drive
Friday & Saturday May 2 & 3
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Off Doran Road - Watch For Signs!!!
Bed. 2 entertainment centers, baby furniture,
bicycles, treadmill, tennis rackets, piano, end
tables, health/beauty aids, jr./misses summer
tops and lots of jeans. Also plus sizes. All items
first time in a yard sale Lots of brand new
items at yarp sale prices New items added for

Saturday.

\

BIG YARD SALE
Friday

YARD SALE

7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1514 Canterbury
Drive
Men's, women's &
children's name
brand clothes,
furniture, toys,
computer w/new
printer, desk,
antique booth
closeout.

Friday, May 2nd •6 a.m.-1 p.m.
EARLY BIRDS WELCOME
252 Wrather Road,
4th house on the right.

GARAGE
SALE
115 Bill Butler
2 miles west of

Hardin off of
Hwy. 80.
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Antique oak table
and six chairs, baby
furniture, dolls & doll
clothes, household

YARD SALE
1604
Magnolia Dr.
Fri. & Sat. May
2nd & 3rd
TV, golf balls, mirror,
pictuTes, toaster,
iron, weed eater
ladies plus size
clothes 10 & 12
books & much more.

4 Party
Garage Sale
End of Airport Rd
Turn left, straight at

church, 1st on left.
Friday
7 a.m. - ?
Lawn garden home
decor, nice 0-3T
boy's clothes, toys.
Something for
everyone

Gateway computer, large old Coca Cola
sign, two couches, boy's clothes, picture
frames, lots & lots of new and old stuff,
counter top, seed bin very old. new Disney
infant clothes.
GARAGE SALE
201 Country Club
across from
Dutch Essenhaus
Fri. & Sat.
Silverado pickup,
Toro lawn mower,
plants, Iris vase,
set Blue Ridge
dishes, golf
clubs/balls, name
brand clothes.

YARD SALE
- St. Rt. 121
from
Dut4,..

Fri., Ma,
8 a.m. - 11 a.m.
Sat.. May 3
7 a.m. - Noon
Golf cart, skis,
luggage, clothes
infant to X-large
shoes, purses
games, toys.

YARD SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
May 1 & 2
251 Emma Dr.
94E to 497
Follow pink signs
Folding chairs,
dishes, fabrics,
patterns, pans,
-Christmas, misc.
& much more.

MOVING IN
SALE
1539 Oxford
Canterbury
Friday 8 a.m.-1 p.m
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Toys, toys, toys.
educational toys,
furniture, twin beds,
toddler boys clothes.
women's XL, lots.
Everything cheap!

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat., May 2nd & 3rd
7:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
143 Cambridge Drive
(Turn from 121 West onto Bailey
Road, make a left at Megan Drive,
1st house on right.

Good furniture, linens. collectables,
clothing & household items!

3029 Old
Salem Rd. turn

Parker Ford

left at mile marker
11 on 121 South.

is having a

Fri. & Sat. May
2nd & 3rd
7:30 a.m.-?

Remodeling
Sale

GARAGE
SALE
1565 Mockingbird
in Martin Heights
Fri.. May 2
Sat., May 3
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Variety for
everyone
Rain or Shine

GARAGE SALE
3 FAMILIES
1235 Neale Trl 121 S. to Neale
Trail 2 mi.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.• 759-1605
Antiques dishes decor

pieces, clothes, toys,
furniture, large flower
pots, Tell City dining
room chairs

Old Corner Store
at New Concord
Thurs. - Sun.
Filing cabinets,

Snapper riding lawn
mower, carnival
glass, commercial
cooler, collectibles,
new items arriving
daily, lots more

436-2487

HUGE YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

Clothing, wood stove,
mowers, bedding. CD
stereo, books, typewriter, misc

FLEA MARKET

in their Showroom
Sat., May 3rd
9 a.m. - Noon
Paneling, 2x4, 2x6,
parts bends,
light fixtures,
lots of misc. items.
Statewide
Classifieds
AUCTIONS
*ABSOLUTE AUCTION of
MODERN & ANTIQUE
FIREARMS. Sunday. May
4, 1 .00 P.M. National
Guard Armory, Cynthiana.
KY
258
Lots, Colt,
Browning,
Winchester,
Beretta, Ithaca Call Robert
Auctioneer
S
Lake,
Catalogue (859) 234-0017
or Hake@ kymail cbm

Statewide

Classifieds

BUSINESS

2090 Old Lynn Grove Rd. take 94
W. to Old Lynn Grove Rd. turn
right go 2.9 miles or take 121 W.
to Butterworth Rd. - follow signs

May 2nd & 3rd • 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Computers, toys, clothes, furniture,

exercise bikes, sewing machines

YARD SALE
641 N. to Wind
Dr. follow
signs
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Lots of
everything

FOR JUST
MOO
YOUR
YARD SALE
COULD BE
HERE
TODAY!

Statewide
Classifieds

BUSINESS SERVICES

FOR

SALE

OPPORTuNiTiEs
•BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Control hours, Increase
income, Full training Free
info. Call or visit
888-382-4894,

www.321DreamBuild.Com.

*ATTENTION HOMEOWNHomes *BUY FACTORY DIRECT
Display
ERS
Wanted for Vinyl Siding WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Replacement Windows. No Paymerits
From
Payment for 6 months $25/Month Free color catat alog Call today 1-800-842Payments
starting
$89 00 per month All cred- 1310 www np etstan corn
it qualifies Call 1-800-251°843
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Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

MEDICAL
*FREE 2-ROM DIREC TV
System including installa- •MEDICARE PATIENTS
tion! Access 225+ chan- USING
INHALERS
nels! digital qua.lity picture Albuterol-AtroventPackages Combivent-Sereventand sound
833_99/mo Limited Time Azmacort-Flovent
and
Offer 1-800-208-4617
Others Having Difficulty)
Again
Easy
Breathe
HELP WANTED
•AVON-Entrepreneaur Medicare covered liquid
if
wanted Must be willing to therapy may be available
work whenever you want, you quality MED-A-SAVE
ext
be your own boss, and 1-800-224-1919
enjoy unlimited earnings. KY1703
REAL ESTATE/REAL
,Let's talk 888-942-4053
ESTATE FOR SALE
KING
•CYBER
Employment has local jobs
and national job opportunities! Post your resume
Free online Fastest growing Internet job board.
jobs
Temp/Perm
www.cyberkingemployment corn
•INTERNAT1ONAL COMPANY Needs supervisors
assistants. Good
and
training,
full
income,
booklet
Free
PT/FT.
www.globalacclaim.com or
call (313) 438-4177
*MAKE MONEY DAILY!
Come work with us Online Start immediately with
no experience required
CaH for, more info. 1-800568-1676 ext. 4764.
SPECTACULAR
•OUR
NEW 2003 Catalogs are
out! Contact Ideal Gifts by
Friendly for a free copy
today! Exciting new advisor
and manager programs. 1800-488-4875 www friendIyhome corn

•«FA1RWAY»$29,900!!
East Tennessee gorgeous
homesite on #16 tee box.
Level, wooded with all utilities. Superb fairway and
mountain views 800-552www woodlake9432
golf comm com A bluegreen community
•LAKE BARGAIN $24,900.
Free covered boat slip!
Gently sloping lake view
parcel wince mix of low
rolling meadows & trees.
Abuts national forest on
35,000 acre recreational
lake in Tenn. Paved roads,
more.
sewer,
water,
Excellent financing. Call
now 1-800-704-3154, ext.
348.
•RUSTIC LAKE CABIN
Lake Cumberland, KY.
NEW! Only $79.900 NEW!
Ready to move into rustic
cabins (not a shell) on
Lake Cumberland. Huge
trees, great views, lake
access and the best setting
on the lake, come see for
yourself. Gated, paved
roads, and low maintenance. Call now (800) 7709311 ext 938

•STAR SEARCH! Singers,
Songwriters
Bands,
Audition in Nashville. 30+
companies need talent.
-890-4839 www char615.
RESORTS RENTALS
lieray_com,
c4promo@aol.com, •PANAMA CITY BEACH.
Drawer 291827, Nashville, Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
TN 37229 •
Resort. From $49 (1-2 p,
Sun/Mon-FREE
•TEACH IN FLORIDA Arrive
4ttend the Florida Teach- night. 3/30/03-5/21/03,
In. June 16-18, Hyatt restrictions). Pools, river
Orlando. Districts and ride, tiki bar. 800-488-8828
will interview www.sandpiperbeacon.com
schools

Justice alerted to false testimony allegations in McVeigh case

Statewide
Classifieds

WASHINGTON (AP).— Less than two weeks
before Timothy McVeigh was executed, the
and
learns
Solos
Graduate Students Call 1Justice Department received a letter suggesting a
888-MORE-PAY (1-888key prosecution witness had given false testimo667-3729)
ny. Prosecutors didn't disclose the 'allegations to
•DRIVER-Flatbed experiMcVeigh's lawyers and later sought to recover all
ence gives you a bonus.
copies of the letter in exchange for a lawsuit setExcellent home time, top
tlement.
industry pay, full benefits,
The letter, marked "urgent," was sent by fax
flatbed training available, 6
experience
months
and courier to the attention of Attorney General
800-441-4271
required
John Ashcroft on June 1, 2001, by a law firm repext.-ET 135.
resenting several current and former FBI lab
•DRIVERSE2500-3000
employees. At the time, a judge was deciding
miles, Scheduled raises,
whether to delay McVeigh's execution because of
high mile incentives, home
evidence the government withheld from his trial.
weekly, benefits. assigned
conventionals, no force
The letter's allegations involved Steven
dispatch Call 800-942Burmeister, now the FBI lab's chief of scientific
2104 extensions 237, 238
analysis, and were recently turned over to bomb& 243 www.totalms.corn
conspirator Terry Nichols, who faces another
ing
EOE
on Oklahoma state murder charges.
trial
•DRIVERS. DRIVEN TO
evidence presented by the govern"Material
SUCCESS CFI is now
ment in the OKBOMB prosecution through the
Hiring Company •Owner
Operators 'Singles and
testimony of Mr. Burmeister appears to be false,
Teams 'Loads with miles
misleading and potentially fabricated," said the
available immediately! Ask
to Ashcroft obtaMed by The Associated
letter
about our spouce-training
Press.
.
program. Call 1-800-CFIThe letter cited Burmeister's testimony in a
DRIVE www.cfidrive.corn
civil case as evidence contradicting his earlier
Owner
•DRIVERS:
and
OTR
McVeigh testimony. It specifically challenged
Operators,
Drivers. Small Fleets welBurmeister's testimony that chemical residues
comes, 53' Vans & 48'
found on evidence came only from McVeigh's
Mileage-Pay
Flatbeds,
bomb, not other sources such as lab contaminaLoaded and Empty. L&N
tion.
Transportation, Inc., 800Prosecutors are obligated by law to disclose
663-7126, Louisville, KY.
'potentially exculpatory evidence to the
any
•DRIVERS: Tuition-Paid
Training. No credit checks!
defense.
No Co-Signer Needed!
Justice officials said Wednesday they believed
Why not start a great
allegations against Burmeister were false and
the
career? Company sponthe letter was routed to Ashcroft's clerical
that
sored training program,
office in the Maryland suburbs of Washington,
immediate full benefits
package, classes starting
where it sat for nearly two months before being
EXPERIENCED
weekly
forwarded to the FBI — well after McVeigh was
TEAM/DRIVERS NEEDED
executed.
ASAP! School grads welNeither Ashcroft nor other top officials in the
come! Call Tracy 800-553Department who handled the McVeigh
Justice
CAST
EOE
2778
www.JoinCRST.com.
case saw the letter, spokeswoman Barbara
experiComstock said. It was never reviewed to deter•DRIVERS-No
ence? No problem! Low
mine if it should be handed over to McVeigh's
Training
CDL
cost
lawyers, officials said.
Available. Meals, lodging &
Comstock said the Justice Department does
transportation provided.
not believe the allegations would have affected
Reimbursement
Tuition
OTR,
the outcome."Court after court has found that the
bonus!
$1000
Dedicated & Regional
evidence of guilt against McVeigh was overFreight. 1-800-231-5209.
whelming," she said.
+
•DRIVERS-TEAMS
Law enforcement officials, however, divulged

teachers. Call 800-832- •VACATIONS-Gatlinburg,
Or
2435
Tennessee. Rocky Waters
www.TeachInFlonda.com
Motor Inn. Convenient to
,•WANT. TO BE A NEWS- major attractions! All rooms
--e- b s- -tr
-r—dvertooktng rtver- Faidify
PAPER HEPUH EH Bu
don't have the training or honeymoon cabins also Express=Success Solid
experience The Kentucky available www.gatlinbur- miles, good home time,
Press Association and grockywaters.com or call competitive pay, benefits
package, paid vacation,
across 1-800-824-1111
newspapers
Class A-CDL, 22 years old,
TRUCK DRIVERS
Kentucky are offering a
good MVR. 877-316-7100.
HELP WANTED
three-week . Journalism
Boot Camp. Monday, July •15 DAY CDL TRAINING •RUN 2003 With Epes
14 through Friday. August 100°.. Placement. $35,000 Home weekends, company
1 The camp will be at to $40,000 first year plus drivers up to $.36 (includes
Owner
Georgetown College with great
benefits.
Top bonuses):
classes Monday through National Carriers are hiring Operators $.83 plus surFriday Participants will find our graduates. No experi- charge wi7 incentives savaffordable lodging at near- ence necessary. 1-800- ing additional $9.5/ mile.
by motels or can
CDL-A. 2 years OTR expe607-3545.
rience required. 1-800for three comute.564weeks of
-Year
1
for
37
•$
intensive journalism train948-6766,
wwwepestransExperience. You deserve
ing, includes continental
this much. Plus Hometime! port.com.
breakfast and lunch on More experience
means
TO BECOME a
class days Register by
more pay!•12 mos. OTR *WANT
Jane 27 and pay lust $595.
Truck Driver? 800-398required.
Heartland
Contact the Kentucky
Express 1-800-441-4953 9908
Press Association. (502).._
www.heartlandexpress.com
223-8821 for full details,
OWNER
-DRIVERS:
course agenda and appli- •DELTA TRUCK DRIVING OPERATORS: Get a better
ACADEMY-16 Day CDL turnaround on your investxation.
Training Earn›$1400 Per ment,
Paid
twice
•BIG EXPLOSIVE MARWeek. Get S$S While weekly/fueld
surcharge
KETING CAMPAIGN has
Free Lifetime paid/no money down tracTraining
created lot's and lot's of
Job-Placement
tor lease purchase or drive
Sales
leads! •
Refresher Courses. 1-800- for a fleet owner/CRST
Representatives were so
883-0171. DELTAACADE- Flatbed/800-366-6361
confident in our leads we
MY COM
www.crstflatbed.com
pay you to run them, even
if you don't sell. Are you a •DR1VER-COVENANT
self-motivated,
positive TRANSPORT. 150 Teams
person? Are you presently Needed lmmed:ately. Ask
Classifieds
earning S1000/$1500 per about our priority dispatch
Operators
270-753-1916
week? We offerEguaran- Owner
teed income, $2000 sign- Experienced
on bonus A solid training
program-with a guaranteed
2-3 pre-set qualified conLoading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
daily.
firmed
leads
Craftmatic
Adjustable
First Come • First Serve
Beds Call 24f7 for additional information at 1-877Please No Phone Calls
392-4980

Ledger a Times

FREE PALLETS

LIGHT THE WAY TO A CURE!
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a knelt one or friend who
has lost his or her battle with cancer or to HONOR a hAtl.i I.‘nc
Of friend uho is a sun ivor Memorial luminanas are a s‘mbol
d HOPE for future cancer patients Sun0 ors !miliaria. ii.'.,
SyMbOl of HOPE for their toil% and tomorrow..
Each lummana will be personalued s ith the name ot thy
person being renumbered or tttttttt

V

RELAY
FOR LIFE

RELAY FOR LIFE
LUMINARIA CEREMONY
Fri., May 2 at 9p.m.

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
•
eMURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
12701753-6272

z

HAPPY,BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 2,
2003:
Evaluate and consider what needs to happen in order to make your life work this
year. You have power, charisma and the
planets all working on your behalf. What
more could you ask for? You are strongly directed, and you get results. You
might consider your boundaries — what
is too much to give or what is not
enough. Your creativity emerges at work.
If you are single, you will meet someone
who might not be there for you. Be careful, as there is someone else coming
along of significance. If you are attached,
a relationship will rkeed tending to in
order to maintain its quality. GEMINI
helps you make money.

I

i

50+ Years of Combined Service
2 Full-Line Tech • Full-Time Parts Dept
'SERVICE Al L PRANDC
212 1. sr.t Nlaire st • 753- I 586

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** A round of meetings gives
you direction. Listen to what someone
offers. Give up being proud and ask for
the help you need. A partner gives you
important feedback and support. Take
this person up on his or her offer.
Tonight: Where people are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
* Review recent events. You
*
might need another game plan to make
what xou need work. Help others feel
resourceful. News comes from a distance. Find experts if you have a question. Tonight: You might get a late start.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Visualize more of what you
want from a project. Let others help you
extend your imagination. What you
might not have thought of could be a surprise. Your openness delights a partner.
He or she feels that you are the cat's
meow. Tonight: Take in a movie.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
***** Experiment with ideas, listening to what someone wants to share.
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Deal with finances Follow Your perspective could change substanthrough on a suggestion or an idea that tially because of an associate or partner.
comes to you in a dream. You will find You might have feelings that are far
answers. Your efforts ..-draw a positive stronger than you realize. Be honest with
response as long as you remain authentic. yourself first. Tonight: Make nice.
You have a lot to offer. Your charisma SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
speaks loudly. Tonight: Celebrate. Let it ***** Sort through your many invitations. Surround yourself with people
all flow.
right now, and you'll gain. You might not
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** What you say is knowledge- be as much of a force as you would like
able and comprehensive. Others respond to be right now. Stay open. Schedule oneto your insight, especially a boss. Step on-one time later in the weekend. You do
forward and accept your laurels. Ask for best with crowds. Tonight: Join co-workwhat you want, and stay on top of it. ers.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Tonight: Roll into the weekend.
*** All work and no play might have
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
*** Step back, but take your time with you on edge. Yet you might be driven by
work. A friend does all he or she can to what looks like a great idea. Test the
distract you. Clear your desk. Get your waters with associates. You mifht be
work done. Put on some music, and you driven to make this concept work: Do a
will accomplish more. Once you start better job of listening. Clear your desk
your weekend, you won't want to even and return calls. Tonight: Don't be surthink about work. Tonight: Nap and then prised if it takes you a while to get out of
decide
the office.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Experiment and play with
ideas. Lighten the atmosphere wherever
vou are. Be careful with a flirtation that
could bicome a lot heavier. Flow with
present events, but try not to mix work
and play. Build on your security. Tonight'
Live for the moment.

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuities are
competitive alternatives to other savings
plans The initial guaranteed rate' is
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that last year Justice Department lawyers made a
lawsuit settlement offer to the law firm and one
of its clients, a fired FBI lab employee, that
would have required the firm to give up all copies
of the letter. The offer was eventually dropped.
"We were not trying to suppress embarrassing
information," one official said, speaking only on
condition of anonymity. "We think it was erroneous information. All these discussions took
place in a legal setting where it is commonplace
for both sides to disarm each other's strategies."
McVeigh's lawyers expressed dismay that
they weren't told of the letter. At the time it was
sent, a judge had dramatically delayed McVeigh's
execution by one month because of other evidence the FBI failed to turn over during his trial.
"It is truly shocking and just the latest revelation of government conduct that bankrupts the
prosecution, investigation and verdict," said
Stephen Jones, McVeigh's lead trial attorney.
Rob Nigh, an Oklahoma attorney who represented McVeigh from trial through his final
appeal, added,"Had we had this letter, we would
have had additional arguments to make ... why
the execution should be stayed."
The allegations surfaced in mid-May 2001
when Burmeister, who made a key forensic discovery in the McVeigh case, was being questioned by lawyers for FBI lab employees who
had sued the agency. One of the lab employees
had been dismissed recently.
A transcript of the deposition obtained by the
AP shows that Justice and FBI lawyers became
concerned that statements Burmeister might
make would be helpful to McVeigh and Nichols,
and they ordered lawyers to cut off that line of
questioning.
"We can't have him now second guess his testimony in the McVeigh case," a Justice lawyer
interjected. "I mean the effect of that is to embar-rass the FBI."
The FBI said Burmeister was unavailable for
comment, but it stood by his work.
"It didn't happen," FBI lab director Dwight
Adams said when asked about the allegations of
false testimony. "Steve Burmeister is one of the
FBI's finest experts. He is meticulous and honest."
Burmeister rose to prominence in the case
after he made a surprise discovery of ammonium
nitrate crystals embedded in a single piece of the
Ryder truck McVeigh used to detonate his deadly
explosive that killed more than 160 people at the
Alfred P. Murr4h building on April 19, 1995. --Burmeister's discovery was key to the govern-

4.00%
'This rate s guaranteed tor the kstrnont and then
c..ari vary rrionthly cr car be &Iced r :i one year
Guaranteed no lower rhari 3%
Shells Crouss
300 Map4e St
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

n

Police report stills found
at constable's home
MARION, Ky. (AP) — A
Crittenden County constable was
arrested after police discovered two
stills and 26 containers of suspected
moonshine at his home, Kentucky
State Police said.
James Binkley, 54, was charged
Tuesday with second offense illegal
possession of alcohol in dry territory,
police said.
During a search of Binkley's

un INSURANCE SOCiM

BORN TODAY
Singer Lesley Gore (1946), model

HOME OFFICE OMAHA. NE1RASK

Bianca Jagger (1945)

home, police also confiscated 3(I-1.
cases of beer, 60 half pints of.
whiskey, malt liquor and paraphernalia used to make moonshine, state
police said. Officers also seized $751
in cash.
Binkley was released Wednesday
from the Crittenden County jail after
posting a $5,000 cash bond. Binkley
is scheduled to appear in Crittenden
County District Court on May 28.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8 Times Photo

FIRST TIME IN FIVE YEARS ... Tuesday night marked an
important time for the drama department of Calloway County
High School as it presented the popular play Arsenic And
Old Lace at Jeffrey Gymnasium, the first such production for
the department in five years. It was met with an enthusiastic
reception as a much larger-than-expected audience witnessed the play. Shown in this photograph are Kara McCoil,
left who is playing the part of Martha Brewster, and Joshua
Byrne (Teddy Brewster). With the success of Tuesday's production, plans are in the works to present more programs,
perhaps as many as three a year, along with holding a drama

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
camp
**** Realize more of what you
would like from a child or loved one
through an open discussion. You have a
very special way of energizing others
Share more of your dreams. Make them
real. Start to talk about them. Tonight•
Run errands on the way home.
PISCES{Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Keep communications
rolling. You might not agree with everything you hear. Take a needed nsk, if
need be You might want to talk about
something that you would generally hold
hack. You will gain in many ways if you
do. Buy a card or token of affection on
the way home Tonight Hang at a
4 14.
favorite spot.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD

ment's proof that McVeigh and Nichols had used
a giant fertilizer bomb to carry out their attack.
Ammonium nitrate is a key ingredient in such a
bomb.
McVeigh's lawyers attacked the evidence. At
the time of the 1997 trial, the FBI lab had been
stung by whistleblower Frederic Whitehorst's
allegations of shoddy science and some forensic
evidence was kept out because of contamination
issues.
But Burmeister's discovery was permitted. He
testified the evidence he found could not have
been contaminated because he kept his lab examination area locked and that only FBI personnel
wearing sterile lab coats and other protective gear
had access to the area.
Outsiders "were restricted basically from
coming into my work area, into my room,"
Burmeister testified. "My room was specially
locked, and that's where I conducted the examinations."
However, the law firm letter to Ashcroft provided sworn testimony from Burmeister in an
unrelated civil case showing cleaning crews and
a fellow chemist had unrestricted access to
Burmeister's work area — without protective
clothing.
"Mr. Burmeister testified that while this
chemist shared an office with him, no extra precautions were taken to prevent contamination," .
the letter said.
The letter further offered Burmeister's own
description of the access cleaning crews had to
his lab area. "There was a service staff that would
come in and buff and wax the floors," he testi- •
fled.
"I've known them to clean windows in offices
and I've seen them stand on the heating elements
by the windows," Burmeister added.
Adams, the FBI lab director, said the lawyers
took Burmeister's deposition testimony out of
context and that the fact that cleaning crews or
lab employees accessed his workspace could not
account for the ammonium nitrate crystal.
"You can make what you want to about who
has access to the room but the key fact is that
crystal was embedded with great force and that
could only come from an explosion ... not contamination from some cleaning crew," he said.
The lawyers' letter also stated that during his
deposition, Burmeister contradicted testimony on
a second matter in the McVeigh case when he testified that the chemical PETN found on
McVeigh's clothing was "not used for drug purpines anymore."

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND
AT 753-3079
OR
SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

14,e have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since /946
Over 50 years!
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has a
tremor. His father and grandfather had
what was diagnosed as "shaking
palsy." Should I worry and insist that
he seek medical attention?
DEAR READER: Tremors can be
classified into two types: intention and
resting.
Intention tremors, which occur during movement, are more serious
because they often reflect nerve diseases, such as multiple sclerosis and
other neurological disorders affecting
the cerebellum, the portion of the brain
that controls coordination. In addition,
liver disease and hyperthyroidism are
associated with intention tremors.
Resting tremors, which disappear
upon movement, are common in
Parkinson's disease, a nerve disorder
marked by various abnormalities of
muscle motion.
The fact that your husband's father
and grandfather had a similar tremor
snggests the diagnosis of benign hereditary tremor, an inherited, harmless
shaking that usually involves the
hands, head and voice. It is worsened
by stress and exercise and increases
with age. Treatment with propanolol, a
beta-blocker, is usually successful.
The cause of your husband's tremor
appears to be in doubt. Therefore, I
believe he should be examined by a
neurologist. Once a diagnosis has been
made, the specialist can suggest treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How often can a
fat-soluble vitamin, in particular vitamin be taken without fear of damage
or overload?
. ' DEAR READER: The fat-soluble vitamins (A, D, E and K) are stored in
substantial amounts in the body's tisAles. In particular, vitamin A is stored
in large quantities in the liver. When
the liver is saturated with vitamin A, it
w,ould take a well-nourished adult 200
days to use up just half of the reserve, if
no more vitamin A were ingested.
- Vitamin D is also stored in the liver;

Read all the
community news.
Subscribe to the
Ledger &
Times

LOOKING- BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

'flub has helped me greatly and my
10 years ago
DEAR ABBY I've been going out
self-esteem is slowly rebuilding.
with an extraordinarily attractive
Christine T. Walters of Hazel.
I'd like to say to all the women senior it Murray High School, is
PETER
woman I'll call Alice. We love
who read your column that if I can
spending time together. However,
among 31 seniors from across KenGOTT, M.D.
break the cycle of abuse, anyone
she has some issues I don't know
can. It may take time to find the tucky to be awarded National Merit
how to-handle. Alice was abused by
selfher
and
s
person God intended you to be with, Scholarships. She will receive a
ex-boyfriend
several
$2,000 scholarship.
but you will.
esteem is zero. She is intelligent,
FINALLY HAPPY
witty, caring — but doesn't believe
Murray-Calloway County ChapIN OKLAHOMA ter .of Habit for Humanity is now
a word I say because of the mind
games she has been subjected to.
taking applications for a house comthe reserve would require several
DEAR FINALLY HAPPY:
I'm one of those "knight in shinmonths to be depleted. Vitamins E and ing armor" types who is faithful, Congratulations on your heal- pleted by the chapter.
Births reported include a girl to
K are stored in less substantial doesn't throw temper tantrums, ing. After any trauma, it takes
amounts.
time to recover. That is why it's Rose and William Elder, April 27; a
remembers to put the toilet seat
Once the storage potential has been down, gives my lady fresh flowers, so important to proceed slowly, boy to Mary and Mark Bushart, a
exhausted, the excess fat-soluble vita- etc., but whenever we talk about our and not jump from the frying boy to Gina and Jason Rogers and a
mins spill into the bloodstream and future, she ends up in tears. She
pan into the fire.
girl to Katharine and Todd Gray,
may poison tissues. Therefore, experts tells me she doesn't deserve to be
Learning to trust your own April 28.
taking
avoid
recommend that people
judgment, act on your instincts
treated so nicely and runs away
20 years ago
these vitamins in quantities exceeding because everything I am is so foreign
and not compromise your ideals
Published is a picture of Murray
Allowances.
Daily
Recommended
the
is a process. Counseling can
to her. It's as though she's waiting
City Clerk lo Crass issuing a city
Unlike vitamins A, D and K, excess for the other shoe to drop —a shoe I speed it up.
Automobile sticker to a customer at
vitamin E seems to cause little or no don't have in my hand.
4*.
tissue toxicity. However, people who
the City Hall. Stickers cost $15 each
I want Alice to know she is a
consume high-dose vitamin E (well valuable person and worthy of the
Dear Abby is written by Abigail and must be purchased by May 31.
above the RDA of 10 international love I want to give her. Have any of Vain Buren, also known as Jeanne
Sid Easley, the Rev. Jay
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
units) may experience an array of your female readers been abused by
Alida Graves, Annie
Erigham,
_
Abby
Dear
at
Write
Pauline
Phillips.
symptoms, including nausea, diarrhea, an old boyfriend, met a nice guy,
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Nance and Groover Parker were
rapid pulse, blurred vision, rash, and then were able to have a nor- Loa
Angeles,CA 90069.
elected as new officers of the Murfatigue and lowered resistance to infec- mal relationship?
*X
ray-Calloway County Need Line at
tion.
ANONYMOUS IN ANCHORAGE
Thus, the answer to your question
To receive a collection of Abby's most a meeting of the Need Line Board.
depends on the vitamin and the degree
DEAR ANONYMOUS: The memorable — and most frequently
Vicky Denise Pool and Arvin
requested — poems and essays, send • Douglas Crafton were married April
of excessive consumption. If your body answer to your question is an
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
is fully saturated with vitamin E, you emphatic yes. Read on — the folplus check or money order for 65 (U.S. 9 at New Palestine Baptist Church,
may choose to wait several weeks lowing letter arrived the same funds)
to: Dear Abby — Keepers Booklet, Crofton..
before resuming this supplement.
day as yours.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 6105430 years ago
To give you related information, I am
0447.(Postage is included in the price.)
Joyce Wooden, Anne Erwin,
DEAR ABBY: I have been in sevsending you a copy of my Health
Buice, Krista Kennedy and
Amanda
the
in
Report "Vitamins and Minerals." Other eral abusive relationships
members of the
Schultz,
Selwyn
mental
but
physical,
just
Not
past.
should
copy
a
like
would
readers who
Murray High School Chapter of the
Fri.. May 2 'OK
send a long, self-addressed, stamped and verbal as well. I have kissed a
Future Homemakers of America,
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. lot of frogs who ended up being
at 9 p.m.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to toads instead of princes — so I
will receive state degrees at the anfinally quit looking. The barrage of
$5 00 Minimum
mention the title.
nual Kentucky FHA meeting to be
donation
DEAR DR. GOTT: The lumps under abuse to which I had been subjected
held at Eastern Kentucky Univerper luminana
my arms and on my neck have been left me with self-esteem so low I
ity, Richmond. Mrs. G.T. Lilly is
want
would
diagnosed as osteochondromas. What wondered why any man
chapter adviser.
MHS
causes them? Will they eventually go to be with me.
have
to
tried
boyfriend
last
My
away?
DEAR READER: Osteochondromas me arrested after he hid a bunch of
are benign bone tumors that usually his stuff and said I stole it. After a
appear in people between the ages of long investigation by the police,
10 and 20. The tumors may be single or they realized he was lying. The guy
multiple. There is a hereditary tenden- left owing me a large sum of money,
cy to multiple growths. The cause is and the only thing I can say is that
handily. Wolff, East, opened with
East dealer.
unknown. Osteochondromas do not dis- it was the best loss I ever took.
diamonds, a pre-emptive bid
four
vulnerable.
North-South
Last fall, after things quieted
appear spontaneously.
mostly at making it difficult
aimed
NORTH
Although these lesions do not usually down, I found a better job. I quit lookto enter the auction.
North-South
for
4
8
+A
3
become
ing for the frog who would turn into:a
cause symptoms unless they
After two passes, North bid four
V A1C-Q1-6-quite large, they should be removed at prince, and met a man who adores
hearts. When this rolled around to
•10 2
the time they are discovered, because me. He thinks I am pretty.! cried the
he doubled. South
Hamman,
9
*K
about 10 percent of osteochondromas first time he said it to me. I had
retreated to four spades, which HamEAST
WEST
never heard it from anyone before.
develop malignant changes.
man also doubled and North redou+5
When we talk on the phone, I hear "I
4K 9 2
Copyright 2003 Newspaper Enterpnse Assn
bled. The bidding then ground to a
V72
love you" no less than a dozen times
V98 5 4 3
halt, and Hamman led the king of
•A Q 9 8 7 4 3
•K
diamonds.
+63
4A J 4 2
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HE'S EVEN
LATE WITH HIS
EXCUSES

The bidding:
South
East
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass

5

ANT1-1'Y
AS
THOsE we RE
CHANCES 40(1 WANTED rnE
TO HAVE, NOT NECESSAR)LY
CHANCES I WANTED
TO HAVE....

West
Pass
Dble

North
4 11

Pass

I WANT A CHANCE OM( I WANT ANOTHER
CHANCE WHEN WE'RE NOT
I'M THE ONE DECIDING
DISCUSSING CHANCES!!_)
TO HAVE A CHANGE !!

r

AHAH!

Until they split up a few years
ago, Bob Harriman and Bobby Wolff
were generally regarded as one of the
best pairs in the world. Together they
had a magnificent record in national
and world championships, deriving
their success from a style that
stressed simple bidding and technical
perfection.
Here is an example of how well
they played together. The deal
occurred in the 1978 Reisinger team
championship, which their team won

CONTROL FREAK!
NOT1-1INCT HAS
_CHAN&ED!

Army Pvt: William T. Lyons recently completed an eight weeks
communication center special
course at Southeastern Signal
School, Fort Gordon, Ga.
Recent births reported

at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy R. Jones and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Conner.
50 years ago
Eleven persons are now taking
treatment for rabies in Calloway
County, according to officials of the
Calloway County Health Department. Officials urged people to get
their dogs vaccinated for rabies.
A "Clean-up, Paint Up, Fix Up"
Campaign will begin in Murray on
May 4, according to Jack Frost Sr.,
executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
- Marilyn Walker and Gene
Cathey were married April 18 at
Corinth, Miss.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Boyd, April 28;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob
Houston and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Hill, April 29.

I TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May I, the
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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YOU KNOW WHAT'S SONG
TO HAPPEN SOMEDAlie

eventually set the contract.

DOWN

11
MY DAY, MY WEEK,
MY MONTH...

9-2 of spades would produce a trump
trick in one way or another, and this
trick, together with the ace of clubs,

41 Science class
43 Read the — act
45 Colorado tnbe
46 Augured
48 Do yard work
49 Thing
50 Beauty pack
51 Planet warmer
53 Nom — plume
54 Witness
56 Sink to the
bottom
58 Understand
59 Cookie —

1 Mingles
6 Lobster
appendages
11 Young raptors
13 Tough grass
14 Chinese poet
— Po
15 Snort of disgust
16 Barely make
ends meet
17 U.K.
18 Had a snack
20 "— So Vain"
22 Dugout VIP
23 Can. law
enforcers
25 lncan treasure
26 Top of the earth
27 Shades
29 Close at hand
31 European
airline
33 Tofu base
34 Encouraged
37 Zen question
40 Actress
— Russo

12Ist day of 2003. There are 244
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May I, 1960, the SoViet Union shot down an American U-2 re-conaaissance,plane near Sverdlovsk
and captured its pilot, Francis Gary
Powers.
On this date:
In 1931, New'York's 102-story
Empire State Building was dedicated.
In 1963, James W. Whittaker of'
Redmond, Wash., became the first
American to conquer Mount Everest as he and a Sherpa guide
reached the summit.
In 1967, Elvis Presley married
Priscilla Beaulieu in Las Vegas.
(They divorced in 1973.)
- In 1978, Ernest Morial was inau.
gurated -as the first black mayor of
New Orleans.
Five years ago: Eldridge
Cleaver, the fiery Black Panther
leader who later renounced his past
a d became a Republican, died in
• omona, Calif., at age 62. Former
wandan Prime Minister JeanKiibanda pleaded guilty to
charges stemming from the 1994
genocide of more than a half million Tutsis.
Ooe year ago: Israeli armored
vehicles began leaving Yasser Arafat's battered West Bank compound, ending his five months of
confinement. Well over 1 million
people across France marched
against far-right leader Jean-Marie
Le Pen, four days before Le Pen
was soundly defeated by President

discarding a low club, and then led a
third diamond, deliberately handing
declarer a ruff-and-discard.
This Greek gift did not help South
at all. In fact, he now had to go down
one regardless of what he did. If he
discarded a club, Hamman would
ruff with the nine of spades to guarantee himself a trump trick that
would put the contract down one.
And if South ruffed the jack of
diamonds with the ten of spades,
which is what he actually did, he
would still go down after Hamman
discarded a heart on the trick. By discarding, Hamman assured that his K-

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

4 11
1,0
tete
NI .

Society.

cashed the queen of diamonds, West

Redble
Dble
4•
Pass
Opening lead — king of diamonds.

THAT HOW YOU'RE
GOING TO SPEND
YOUR PAY?

40 years ago
Judy Adams, Sheryl Carman,
Eddie Lee Grogan, John Pasco Jr.,
Donna Seaford, Steve Titsworth,
Cecelia Wallace and Tommy Wells,
seniors at Murray High School,
were named to the National lionor

It did not take Wolff long to find
the killing defense. He overtook the
king of diamonds with the ace,

SOUTH
•Q J 1076

41 1 „ER...AM...TELL YOU
WELL? ,
WHAT....I'U...WRITE IT OUT
WHAT'S
YOUR • AND BRING IT
-EXCUSE TO YOU AFTER ;I
,
2!
LUNCH,
OKAY?
<

15

to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip McClain
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Odom, April 25.

Killing Defense

ES L_ CO NI ID I E

‘41-ket•J WILL eu-zABeTH
BE Home?

Births reported include a boy to

Mr. and Mrs. James Childress, a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. James Carlin, a boy

CONTRACT BRIDGE

ICP A I IlLY

;I WANT
IIINOTHER,
:CHANGE
WITH
U,
CATH,4.
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(Caikma. Grave-. & Marshall)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$26.50
$53.00
$91.00

est o

,F'unrar Rocharun& Pan0

3 mo.

—$66.50
$83.00

6 mo.
1 yr

..$116.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
$71.50
6 mo.
688.00
1 rr.
.$136.00
Cheek

t

Money Order

*Visa
or
Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

United Way

Be a Hometown Hen,
Give to the United W,1\

Murray, KY 42071
( lr (all

(270) 763-1916
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Arts
Thursday, May 1, 2003

MEI
CCHS's
Dycus wins
2-D award
Over one hundred works or art
by talented area high school students were on display in the
Art
County
Mayfield/Graves
Guild's Ice House Gallery following
the "Youthful Impressions" juried
art exhibition.
Daniel Dycus of Calloway
County was the winner of the Best
2-D Award with Adam Hendrickson
of Reidland winning the Best 3-D
Award. First in Painting was awarded to Nicole Ulrich of Paducah
Tilghman. Matt Langston of St.
Mary High School won First in
Sculpture. Graves County High
School's Rebecca Watkins placed
First in Metalsmithing. Julie Kessler
of Paducah Tilghman won First in
Photography. Lauren Hausman also
of Paducah Tilghman placed First in
Printmaking. Mitch Ramsey of
Reidland won First in Drawing.
Juror's awards were presented to
SlaatoifAdams ofCalloway County
and to Stephen Roach of Mayfield
High School.
Art educator Mike Ramsey was
the juror for this year's Youthful
Impressions / KAEA show. He is
one of the founding members of the
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild.
He has been teaching art to the students of Graves County for over 20
years.
The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild is open Tuesday - Friday, 10
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. The Art Guild is
located in the historic Ice House,
120 North 8th St. (the corner of
North and North Eighth Streets) in
Mayfield and is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Admission
to the Gallery is free. Call the Guild
at 270-247-6971 for more information.

Senior shows in
Eagle Gallery
Showing this week in Eagle
Gallery are the BA/BS Senior Art
Exhibits. Eleven graduating seniors
have assembled the best pieces of
their work to put together the final
show of the academic year. This fascinating show includes many works
of silver, oil, textiles, graphics,
drawings, wood, and mixed media.
Graduating seniors include:
Amanda Atkinson, Miranda Barnes,
Demetrius Booker, Christopher
Coulson, Vanessa Griffee, Koichi
Kanehisa, Phillip Lane, Melissa
Mattingly, Robert Pieroni, Kyle

Shadoan, and Kristy Ulrich. A,
reception honoring the work of these
artists will take place on Friday.
May 2, from 6-8 pm in the gallery.
All events are free and open to
the public. All exhibits will be on
view through May 10.
Eagle Gallery is located on the,
6th'floor of the Doyle Fine Arts:
Center at the corner of 15th and
Olive. Gallery hours are Monday Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., Tuesdays and
Thursdays until 7 p.m., Saturday
and Sunday 1-4 p.m. For additional
information call 762-3052.

Photo provided

Art Guild photos

FOIL RELIEF ... Renee Clingermayer•s creation in foil relief, received Honorable Mention at
the "Young Master's Exhibit", which opened on Sunday, April 27. at the Murray Art Guild.
Renee's work is part of a juried exhibit, featuring the artwork of Murray Middle School students, on display, through May 16. The student exhibit, sponsored by the Murray Art Guild,
is an annual event in support of local youth in the visual arts. Awards were donated by BB&T.
Meanwhile, art and jazz joined forces to create an uptown atmosphere at the Murray Art Guild
during the reception. The Murray Middle School Saxaphone Quartet composed of Joshua
Hyatt, Daniel White, Bryan McDonald and Wesley Bolin, left to right, provided music during
the exhibit. The guild is located at 103 N. 6th St., and is open Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday
10 a.m.-3 p.m., Tuesday evening 7-9 p.m. or by appointment.

MUSIC MAN ...
at
Students
North Elementary enjoyed a
visit
special
from Dulcimer
musician Larry
Conger. Conger
a
performed
variety of folk
songs.
described how
to make a duland
cimer,
talked to the students about the
history of the
He
dulcimer.
- s made over
dulcimers
75
and is a nationally recognized
dulcimer musician.

LOOK INTO OUR NEW PHOTO
REPRINTS!
\Ired,.Ne By_
t
Click on the button for details!

Relay For Life
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?,A'FE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

8:00 p.m.

Opening Ceremony - Center Stage
Emcee - Paul Radke
Prayer - Rev. Glynn Orr, Westside Baptist Church
-an-'s Club
National Anthem - Music Dept. Team of Murray WOm
Committee;
Presentation
Scholarship
of
Introduction
Cancer Survivors Ceremony - Center Stage
Recognition of Survivors
Cancer Survivors First Lap
Cancer Survivors Second Lap joined by Family & Friends
Center Field Activities Begin
Cancer Survivors Reception
- Survivors Tent; Hosted by Glendale Road Church of Christ

8:30 p.m.

Hula Hoop/YMCA/Face Painting/Tattoo Parlor - Center Field

9:00 p.m.

Luminary Ceremony - Center Stag
Prayer - Rev. Kendrick Lewis,
Goshen & Kirksey United Methodist Churches
Recognition of Luminary Honorees - Paul Radke & "Kelly Green"
Vocalist - Oneida White

10:00 p.m.

Cancer Smart Shop Opens - Registration Tent

10:00 to Midnight Oral Health Screenings - Stop by Cancer Smart Shop
10:30 p.m.

Tug of War - Center Field North

11:30 p.m.

Rock Around The Clock - Center Field
Body Mass Index Screening - Cancer Smart Shop

Midnight to 6 a.m. Entrance through South Gate only

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Midnight

Skin Cancer Awareness - Cancer Smart Shop
Pajama Party for Kids (ages 5-12) - Ready Room
1. Parents will sign in child. They will be assigned a
number and a card with a number.
2. Parents must pick up child by 6:00 a.m., sign the
child out and bring card with child's number.
Activities: Movies, Games, Crafts, Puppets & Snack

12:30 a.m.

Star Search - Team Talent Contest - Center Stage - Emcee - Ronnie Gibson

1:00 a.m.

Relay Bingo - Cancer Smart Shop

2:00 a.m.

Scavenger Hunt - Cancer Smart Shop

2:30 a.m.

Dance Fever - Center Field

3:00 a.m.

Dude Looks Like A Lady: Beauty Contest - CenterAge
Emcee - Bobbie Weatherly

4:00 a.m.

Relay Feud - Cancer Smart Shop

5:00 a.m.

Auction by Froggy - Center Stage • Auctioneer - Dan Farris

5:30 a.m.

Stretch and Tone - Center Field

Sunrise

Hat Patrol - Come by The Cancer Smart Shop to Show Off!

6:30 a.m.

Sunrise Devotion - Ceriter Stage
John Dale, Minister, Glendale Road Church of Christ

8:00 a.m.

Quitters Lap - Center Stage
Team Smart Total Points - Come by The Cancer Smart Shop

8:45 a.m.

Last Lap - Cancer Survivors and Relay Committee

9:00 a.m.

Closing Ceremony —Center Stage --Preaestation-offiaiay:
*Best Campsite *Beat Team Theme *Most Team Spirit •
•Most Money Raised - Non-Corporate Team Single Team
*Most Money Raised - Nort-Corporatf Thant- Ittuld-Tearn
*Most Money Raised - Corporate leam
• .
'Most Money ttaised - Individual
•Most,Money Raised - University Student Team
'Most Money Raised - Youth Team *Team Smart Award
*People's Choice Award,
Annottnistitiont of

5:00 - 6:45 p.m. Cancer Survivor Registration & Check In - Survivors Tent
Sign forms and pick up T-Shirt
Shuttle service from RSEC Parking Lot Keith Hays and University Church of Christ
7:00 p.m.

V

SATURDAY,MAY 3

FRIDAY, MAY 2
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Team Registration & Check In - Registration Tent
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